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ABSTRACT

AN ECONOMIC EVAI,UATION OF GROUNDI^]ATER AILOCATION

By: Douglas V. McNair

Ilajor Advisor: Dr. Daryl F. Kraf t

The water resource is fixed in quantity yet the demand for this lim-

ited supply continues to Íncrease. As supply becomes scarce in relaEion

to demand, an increasing number of conflicts aüong compeËing users will

develop. As we1l, this situation results in the resource increasing in

value. Hence the requirement for some form of allocation of the availa-

b1e supply to minimize these conflicts and to allocate the T¡rater to the

rnost efficienË users. AlternaËive meËhods of allocation provide differ-

ent results and should be cornpared. This study provided informaEion on

the implementation and the implications of various regulaËory policies

for the allocation of groundwaLer for irrigation in the Carberry area of

Mani to ba .

The study proceeded in four stages. The first stage is an examina-

tion of the theoretical aspects of the failure of the market Èo effi-

ciently allocate a common property resource. The common property re-

source characteristic of non-excludability and the interrelationship of

resource use between users resulËs in an over-exploitation. Quota lÍmi-

tations, taxation of use and a regulated market for waËer were the theo-

retical measures examined as Eeans to ration water.
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Stage Two of the study involved an investigation into the feasibility

of ímplementing Ëhe associated institutional arrangements. Four alter-

natives were considered, each more appropriate as the development of the

resource expands. Present management v/as considered to be inadequate;

improved management by enforcing existing regulation was considered an

immediate worthwhile objective" Eventuall-y a system of saleable quotas,

or even the establishment of a market for vrater, are probably necessary

for the regulation of the supply from the Carberry Aquifer.

To Ëest some of the implications of alternative approaches to vrater

management, a linear prograrnming rnodel, representing agricultural pro-

duction in the Carberry area, was specified. The results of the differ-

ent model treatments erere examined, as Stage Three of the study.

NeL revenue, land use, capiËal use, and water use effects \,/ere com-

pared between four different treatments. Treatment I had the most re-

stricËed transferability of water rights, one priority rights, and \,/ater

use \^Ias limited to that amount virtually available every year. Trans-

ferability of water rights was l-ess restrictive for Treatment 2. TreaË-

ment 3 allowed for varying priority rights, vrater availability was thus

increased. Howevet, transferability was still resEricted by tieing the

right to a specÍf ic piece of land. In TreatmenÈ 4, transferability r^las

the least restricted of all Treatnents and therefore was most represen-

tative of the establishnent of a market for water rights.

Results of the study indicated that water would become the limiting

factor for irrigation developmenË in the area. Even when considering

Treatment 4, which had the most efficient use of available water, only

36,000 acres out of 190,000 acres of irrigable l-and could acÈua11y be

- l_l_ -



irrigated. This indicated the eventual need for the allocation of a wa-

ter supply that will indeed become scarce.

Potatoes were the most attractive of all crops to be grown under ir-

rigaEion and utilized the higher priority rÍghts rnost efficiently.

Results also indicated that. net revenue due to irrigation greatJ-y in-

creased as the regulation of the resource became more rigorous. The de-

sirability for varying prioriËy rights and Ëransferability of v¡ater

rights was illustrated"

- l_11 -
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

In lfanitoba, irrigation has provided only a minor contribution to the

agricultural production of field crops. Recent indications suggest fu-

ture contribuÈions will be more significant. DranaËic increases have

occurred in the number of applications for irrigation r,rater rights, an

average of 74 per year between 1977 and 1980, an increase of 60 above

the average of the previous four years.l rhu amount of land irrigated in

the province has increased from 151000 acres in 1979 to almost 23,000

acres one year later.2

These indications pertain Ëo the Carberry area where suitable land,

favourable climate and \¡/ater availability propitíates irrigation (see

Figure f.i). The nost notable of these factors is the availability of

water. The Deltaic Sand Aquifer3 lies below this region and is a readi-

1y available source of water for irrigation. There are approxirnately

7401000 acres lying directly above this aquÍfer of which 200,000 acres

are considered by this study Ëo be suitable for irrigation. 0n1y 41000

acres actually were irrigated in 1979. A poLential- exists for a large

I _.- Figures are approximaEe and were obtained from Water Resources Branch,
Manitoba DepartmenË of Natural Resources.

H.H. Austman, "Agricultural Water Use in Manitobar" The ManiËoba Agri-
culËural Sector Report For the CommitEee on Water Demand, Jan. 198i.

In this study, the aquifer is also referred to as the "Carberry Aqui-
f er. tt

-1-



Figure 1"1 - The Carberry Aquifer Area
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3

increase in irrigation development in the area, subject to water avaÍla-

bility and adequate economic incentive.

There are some obvious advantages to irrigation in the Carberry area.

It is a semi-arid region with an average annual rainfall of 19 inches.

Of this total, only 11 inches falls between lfay and Septernber, resulting

in soil \^Iater deficiËs during the growing season.4 Therefore farmers can

expect higher crop yields by irrigating. As well, irrigation can pro-

vide consistently higher levels of crop quality and more stable farm

producÈíon 1eve1s, as irrigaÈed crops are less susceptible to drought

conditions" In addition, the following recent economic developments

have contributed significantly to Ëhe increased interest in irrigation:

1. Expanding capítal use in agriculture is becoming more financially

attractive than increasing the land base of an individual farrn.

In the past, 1ow land prices rnade additional land purchase a fea-

sible option for increasing production. Recent years have seen

land prices rise draroatically, encouraging farmers to consider

irrigation as a rneans to increase production, while maintaÍning

the same land base.

2. Increases in yield may not be sufficient cause to irrigate a par-

ticul-ar crop until crop prices increase to the leve1 required to

justify the necessary capital expenditure. In the 1970's, crop

prices rose about 11 per cent per year. Continuing price in-

creases will result in a greater variety of crops becoming eco-

"The difference between potential evapotranspiraËion and stored soil
moisture plus precipitation uay be defined as soil moisture deficit.'l
0n average, there is a soil moisture deficit in the Carberry area of
4.9 inches on August 13. See: University of Manitoba, Principles and
Pract.ices of Commercial þrming in ManiÈoba, Fif th Edition, Lrrínnipeg,
Matìitoba, Wl , p. U.



nonically feasible to irrigate.5

Over the past decade, increases in farn outpuE prices have actu-

aLry ouÈ-paced increases in input costs" This larger spread be-

tween prices and costs encourages obtaining higher yields by in-

creasing the revels of use of inputs such as fertilizers and

chemicals. As a result, the amount of moisture available to the

growing plant becomes more and more the limiting factor to crop

yi eld.

I.IiËh continuing annual increases in the prices of variable in-

puts, partial substituÈÍon of these inputs by capital equipment

investment helps to al1evÍate some of the adverse effects of

these rising costs. The annual cost of a capital investment

which is fixed for a number of years makes long term financial

planning easier.

rnflating energy costs, higher land prices and higher costs of

other input.s result in greater average costs of production.

Thus, a farmer's level of business risk, associated with this ex-

pandÍng financial requirement, is increased. Annual income can

be severely affected when yields fal1 due to inadequate moisture.

rrrigation can be a major advantage in coping with business risk

by reducing Èhe variability of crop yields and, subsequently, the

see the following world demand studies: FAO, "cereals: suppry, Demand
and Trade Projections 1985r" FAO conmodity projections 19g5, prepared
by the Commodities and Trade Division, Economic and Social Policy De-
partment' FAO, Rome; Ministry of Agricurture and Forestry, Outline of
the World Food Model and the ProjecËions of Aericultural pro¿ucts for
1980, 1985, Japan, August, r974; united states Department of Agricul-
ture, Alternative Futures for l^Iorld Food in i985, Volume 2, I^lorld GOL
l'Iode1 supply-Distribution and RelaËed Tables, Economics, statÍstics,
and cooperative service, Foreign AgriculÈura1 Economics Report No.
149 , I^Iashington, D. C. , Septernber I97 8.

3"
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5

variability of incomes.

The quantity dernanded for particular crops can influence the l-ev-

el of irrigation. In Manitoba, this is especially true for pota-

toes, with processing plants in Carberry and Portage 1a Prairie.

Centre-pivot irrigation, a recent technical innovation, enables

land with undulating topography and l-ow moisture holding capacity

to be irrigated. As we11, centre-pivot irrigation requires rela-

tively less labour than other \,rater application techniques. Be-

cause of Ehese advantages and because highly productive land is

becoming more expensive, the production of field crops on lower

quality land under centre-pivot irrigation is an additional in-

vestment opportunity for the fanner.

These circumstances suggest that increased irrigation development in

Manitoba will continue. Consequently, there is a high likelihood that

the Carberry Aquífer will see increasing demands placed upon it, yet the

amount of water avaÍ1ab1e from this supply is fÍxed.

In an early stage of development, the amount demanded from an aquifer

is snall in comparison Ëo total supply, so few conflicÈs occur between

users. However, ûrore conflicts between competing users can be envisaged

as resource availability limits usage. As demand increases, the re-

source becomes more valuable and problems of misallocation of the r^rater

roay result. This potential misallocation can be attributed to two fac-

tors typíca1 of an unregulated common property resource. First, if all

users have open access to the resource, they have no assurance of an in-

definite supply and therefore will nol consider water as having any

present or future value. ConsequenËly, the user has no incentÍve to

6"
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maximize the present value of water-use over time. Second, not all

the waÈer costs are taken into account when a user decides on a 1evel

use, A user tends to ignore, or is unaware of, any cost that may be

curred by other users as a result of his actions.

1n-

For these concerns to be considered, appropriate ground\^raËer regula-

Ëion is necessary in order to allocate the availabl-e supply betr{reen com-

peting users in an efficient nanner. A number of different regulaËory

policies could be used, however each will have a different effect on who

receives the greatest benefits from \^rater use and how efficiently the

water is utilized. As well, admÍnistrat.ive feasibility will vary among

alternat.ive types of programs.

This sLudy has three major objecËives:

a discussion of Èhe economic theory behind (a) the failure of the

market to optimally allocaÈe a common properËy resource and (b)

Ëhe means of markeË intervention to ensure a more efficient allo-

cation.

2. a discussion of the alternaEive ínstitutional arrangements of

various allocative policies and their feasÍbi1ity.

3. an examination of the economic impacts of different regulatory

procedures for the Carberry area.

Three aspects regarding the scope and extent of this study are suita-

b1y explained here:

6

of

of
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This study focuses upon groundwater denand for irrigation, not

surface \.rater demand" Most of the irrigation in the area will be

from wells due to the greater accessibility of groundwater sup-

6pr1 es "

The study examínes alternative procedures for allocatÍng ground-

waÈer among irrigators, but not among other users. IË is ac-

knowledged that the demands f or \,/ater f or domestic, municipal ,

indusÈriaI, and other uses are also increasing, along with irri-

gation demand. These uses, however, account for a small share of

the potential total demand.T

Concerns over the effect irrÍgation development will_ have on wa-

ter quality are not addressed in this study. As irrigation de-

velopuent becomes more extensive, leaching of nitrate-nitrogen

into the groundwater supplÍes will probably increase as a result

The inter-relationship between these two sources of supply (groundwa-
ter and surface water) is not addressed in this study. rrrigation wa-
Ëer in the area is presently being pumped from both surface and
groundwater supplies. Because these two sources of water are inter-
rel-ated, surface water usage and groundwater usage are inter-related.
The water-vrays Ëhat pass through the area, such as Pine creek and the
Assiniboine River, are partially replenished from the aquifer. rn
times of high stream f1ow, the opposite Eay be true, whereby \^rater
seeps ínto the aquifer from the streams. I,Jith regards to the Assini-
boine, flow must be maintained because of dovmstream demands. For ex-
amp1e, industry depends upon water supplied by the river at the city
of Portage 1a Prairie. Indeed, the city itself uses the river as its
source of water supply.

In fact., Proper sewage treatment enables the consumptive use of domes-
tic, municipal and industrial purposes to be relatively sma11, yet ag-
ricultural use is highly consumptive.

This is because application leve1s of fertilizer may increase, Ëhe
amount of land in crop may expand, and water relurn flows to the aqui-
fer will rise. These three facËors increase the líkelihood of higher
levels of nit.rate-nitrogen conÈaroination in the groundwater, and even-
tua1ly surface supplies.

3.



affecting v¡ater quality. B Increased

B

concentrations of

nitrate-nitrogen in the watercourses can pose a health hazard and

create an aesthetically repugnanË natural environment.9 Corr"ider-

ations of these concerns are beyond the scope of this sÈudy.

Chapter 2 provides theory related to the problems of water allocation

and their possible solutions. A brief discussion on the institutional

arrangements for the various policy options is presented in Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 provides a description of the analyËical model used in the

study. The analysis and results of the alternative simulated regulatory

options are discussed ín Chapter 5. The final chapter, Chapter 6, sum-

marizes the study and provides Ëhe major conclusions.

D.F. Krafl, 'rEconomics of Agricultural Adjustments to the Water Quali-
ty in an Irrigated River Basin," unpublished Ph.D. thesis, DepartmenË
of Agricultural Economics, Washi.ngton State University, 1975, p. i.



Chaprer II

ECONOMIC THEORY A}ID RELATED STUDIES

Economic theory is useful in recognizing and explaining a resource

allocation problem and aids in providing alternatÍve methods of regulat-

ing the \^rater resource to obtain a more efficient allocation. These

theories are presented in thís chapter. As we11, previous studies re-

.l-ated to the determination of r^/ater demand, the efficient allocation of

resources and policy effects are reviewed.

2"1

2.r

TIIEORETICAI. BACKGROUND

.1 Economic Efficíency and the Market

The purpose of an economic system is to provide for the allocation of

resources in the production of goods and services and to allocate these

goods and services among competing users. A Pareto-optimal allocation

of resources exists in an economy if no individuaÌ can be made better

off through a reallocation of resources without another indivÍdual being

uade r.¡orse off.l0 An economically efficÍent allocation of resources, in

terms of the principle of Pareto-optimality, means there are no neË eco-

nomic gains to be made by a reallocation of r""o,r.""".1I A perfectly

For Èhis discussion see: F.l'f. Bator, t'The Sirople Analytics of l^ielfare
I4aximizationrt' A¡nerican Economic Review, March, 1957 .

For the purposes of this study, economic efficiency, as defined, is
deerned to be Èhe ultirnate objective of water managenent.

t0

l1

-9-
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competiÈive market assures this optinaL allocation will o""r:r.12 A

compelitive market achieves this efficient allocation through prices.

The market functions as an auction system with consuûìers bidding for

goods, thereby revealing their preferences Ëo the producers. This bid-

ding provides information Ëo the producers regarding the type of product

to produce.

In actualíty, there are many instances whereby a market will not suc-

cessfully allocate resources to achieve Pareto-optinality. I'fany of these

instances are the consequence of markets rarely being perfectly competi-

tive because of inperfect knowledge, resistance to change and uncertain-

ty. As we11, inefficiencies result because of complications conmonly

referred to as rrmarket failures.rr l"larket failures can be said to exist

when the competÍ-tive market finds an equilibrium which is not a Pareto-

optirnal solution because of a divergence between marginal private ben-

efits and marginal social cost".13 Orr" such market failure is Èermed an

ttexternalityrt and appears when an external diseconomy or ext.ernal econo-

my exists in the markeE.

12'- See, for a general discussion: R.W. Boadway, "Economic Efficiency and
the CornpetiËive Price SysËemr" Public SecÈor Economics, Winthrop Pub-
lishers, Inc., Cambridge, I979"-

i3 ¡.*. Davis and J.R. Hulett, "Ar Analysis of Market Failure,t'Uníver-
sity of Florída Social Sciences, l"lonograph ä6I, University Presses of
Florida, Gainsville, 1977.
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2.I "2 Externalities

An externality occurs when the activity of

affects the utility, or produetion function,

firm" Thus, an exËernality is present when:

=U(XrXrX. "Xry
aaI23nl

r^rhere the utili ty of

í=I ,2 13 14 r. . .rr, as well

dividual-.

a

AS

one individual, or firm,

of another individual, or

(2.r)

is dependent upon it's or.Jn activities X;

the activity (or activities) y of another in-

The activities of an individual user of groundwater can affect the

activity of anoEher because of the interrelation of the water supply be-

tween them. Since the r^rater used by all the írrigators is obtained from

the same water source, and agricurÈural use is highly consumptive, the

water that one irrigator pumps out and uses is largely unavailabl-e to

the other users. The irrigator is not only decreasing Ëhe supply of wa-

ter left for himself, but also for all of the rest of the irrigators. If

enough ü/ater is pumped, Ëhen he will eventually affect the cost at which

others can obÈaj.n the remaining available vüater. As the level of the

aquifer fa1ls, capital costs increase because wells have to be made

deeper. As well, varíable costs will increase because water will have

Ëo be pumped from a great.er depth. As the development of the aquifer

proceeds, externality effects vrÍ11 be of a greater concern.
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2"2 COMMON PROPERTY RNSOURCES

h]aEer in an undeveloped, unregulated aquÍfer has the characteristics

of a common property resource" A common property resource exhibits the

properEy of "non-excludability; " an individual- can not be prevented from

consuming the good if he does not pay for it. rn this case, the indi-

vidual has no need to indicate his true preference for the good through

a price that. he is willing to pay. Due to the open accessibiliLy of an

unregulated aquifer, exclusion can not take place unËil property rights

are assigned (making the resourc.e a private good) Eo enable the market

mechanism to function.

Initially, when the demand for vrater from an aquifer is 1ow and the

supply is high, one user's actions may have no effects on another user.

The common property resource displays the public good characteristic of

"non-rivalness" when the consumption of a good by one individual will

not affect the amount that anoÈher individual consumes. The additíonal

cost of another individual consuming the good is zero. Under Ëhese con-

ditions regulation is unnecessary; any charges, quotas or other forms of

market intervenÈion are not required.

However, at. a specific level of resource use, the resource becomes

congested and externality effects occur.

The presence of external effects between users of a common property

resource and open accessibilit.y are t\,ro condiÈions which encourage ex-

pansion of the resource use. Farmers currently irrigating expand Ëheir

purnping effort to capture the water "before someone else does." Other

farmers are encouraged to enter into irrigated production to capture

their share of the accruing economic renË.
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2"2"I Common ProperÈy Resource Effects

Once captured through a groundwater well, water is regarded as a free

factor of production, except for the costs of puroping and distribution

Ín the field" The irrigator does not consider the additional unit of

r.rater as having an opportunity cost and assumes t.he added cost of ac-

quiring vrater is not influenced by Èhe incremental amount used" There-

fore, marginal cost per uniË of additional water is assumed consEant and

average cost equals marginal cost.

However, the marginal increase in production per unit of water will

not be constant. As more water ís used on a crop, the marginal addi-

tional yield increases at a decreasing rate and could eventually become

negative, as soil becomes saturated and Ëhe crop experiences harmful ef-

fects from too much moisture. As well, as \./ater is used increasingly

for less valuable crops, the effect will be to decrease the marginal

product. Since marginal product is falling, so is the average product.

If output prices are not affected by a declining marginal product, then

the rnarginal value of additional water declines.

Figure 2"L illustrates the derived demand curve of a single vrater

user, Farm A. As the quantity of water increases, the value of the mar-

ginal uni! of use decreases, thus the marginal value product curve MVPa

slopes downward to the right. The marginal private cost curve of Farm A

is considered to be constant, as represenËed by curve MCp. The profit

maximizing farrn will expand water use up Èo quantity ql, where the mar-

ginal value product of water equals the marginal cost to the farm"
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If this farm is Ëhe only user of the resource (or is representative

of a number of users) and qt is the amount demanded, as well as the

amount of supply available, Ehen there is no need for an alternative al-

location of the resource.

However, suppose Farm B sets up an irrigation pivot and begins to use

Idater from the same aquifer. This user also experiences a dovmward

sloping demand curve for water (MVPb), albeit Farm B has a differently

sloped curve due to a different leve1 of efficiency of use. If Farm B

also has a marginal private cost curve equal to MCp, then the amount of

water demanded is equal to q2. Now both Farm A and Farnn B are competing

for the same l^Iater. The combined demand function for Farms A and B ap-

pears in section c of Figure 2.1 and is equal to FG'. The total demand

function without Farm B's demand is equal to FG and, by assumption, the

same as ec in section a. The total- quantity of water denanded when Farm

B's use is added is 0Q'in section c. Since 0Q is the Èota1 aggregate

supply of water, the demand for water in excess of supply is equal to

QQ'. Eventually, unless either of the farms' demands are somehow Ínf1u-

enced, one or both will be unabl-e to pump the amount of water that they

desire. The question is how to ration this limÍted supply anong compet-

ing individual-s. Total supply equals aggregate demand at point C in

section c. To allocaËe this supply between the users there is an oppor-

Èunity cost per unit of water equal Ëo AB" Farm A should be allowed t.o

irrigate up to point q3 and Farm B should be allowed to use q4.

After Farm A uses quantity q3, then the Farm's marginal value of ad-

ditional water use, although greater than the MCp, is less then if Farm

B is allowed to irrigate the remaining waterr up to point q4. If Farm A

continues to use all the hTater, the loss in total welfare or renEs iur-
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puÈed to the fixed factors of production in Farms A and B is the

difference between areas abc and urst.

As long as the natural resource is owned j-n common, or at least easi-

ly accessible, and exploiËed under conditions of individual-istic compe-

tiËion, Farm A will expand water use. Farm A will noË volunt.arily stop

pumping aÈ 93, but will contÍnue to use ql. If allowed to do so, the

economic rent of the common property resource is dissipated. Water has

been used beyond the point r,¡here marginal value equals marginal social

cost. This social cost is the opportunity cost of not a1lowÍng the wa-

ter to be used more productively by Farm B. If Farrn A was restricted to

the optimal quantity, and Farm B was allowed to use g4, economic rent

will be maximized.

2.3 CORRECTING FOR MARKET FAILURES

The market is unable to determine a solution for the efficient a1lo-

caËion of groundwater due Lo the characteristics of a common property

resource" These charact.eristics could be altered by intervention in

Ëhe market. If these interventions can provide incentive for a common

properËy resource user to consider external, as well as private use

costs, Èhen allocation will be more efficient.14 Th."" alternative ap-

proaches to market intervention are considered in this study:

I ) ttre use of quotas, limiting the quantity of r,rater use, along

with penalties for violators.

2)the use of taxes or subsidies (ttchargestt, "f inestt or trrebatestr)

Alan Randall, rrMarket Solutions to Externality Problems: Theory and
Practi-cer" American Journal of AgriculËural Economics, May, L972, p.
17 s.

I4
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3)the establishment, through regulation, of a market for \¡/ater

rights. This narket must be regulated to ensure external effects are

cons ide red.

These three approaches are now discussed in more detail.

2"3"I The Use of Quotas

The setting of quotas could be imposed if the legal framework was in

place that allowed for such regulation. Resource allocation through

quotas is in extreme contrast to a private market system of allocation.

The regulating authority entitles to an individual Ëhe right Eo use a

resource with respect to quantity, time and space. Any subsequent

transfer of these rights from one individual to another is prohibited.

The most efficient number of quotas created would be that quantity at

which the roarginal socÍaL cost of an additional unit of water is equal

to the marginal revenue of the additional unit. of water. (fn Figure

2.I, Farm A's quota would be equal to q3, Farm B's, q4.) Enforcement of

this allocation is achieved through fines or penalties.

However, efficient allocation of t.he available quantity through quota

regulation rnay be difficul-t. Since the marginal value of applying addi-

tional water will vary between users, due to different physical and

technical characteristics of a particular irrigation enterprise and va-

ried managerial capabilities of individual users, inefficiencies will

occur unless these factors are properly considered. Such considerations

would require very sophisticated quotas. As wel1, as market condÍtions

change over time, the user's marginal value of water is affected differ-

ently. An efficient allocation of rights at one point in time will not

hold for another.
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The more efficient users will have a higher marginal value for water

than the Ínefficient user. If Ëhe quota is set at a universal rate (say

on a per irrigaËed acre basis), the inefficient user receives an over

allocation and the efficient user is under allocated.

Krier and Montgomery suggest such "inefficÍencies mây, however, be

counterbalanced by Ëhe savings which result from the minimal need for

information in systems of the unifonn standards (quotas)."15 Efficiency

of water use could be increased with variable quotas, assuming the

users' marginaL revenue relationships can be determined, but the j-nfor-

mational requirements and the necessary adrninisËration may be costly.

These costs could exceed any possible gains in economic efficiency.

Quota restrictions may initially be a sufficient form of regulation.

If the value of the resource is small, then addiËiona1 costs of iurposing

regulation to obtain greater efficiencies of use will not be justifíed.

However, the cost of allowing these inefficiencies to occur becomes too

great as the value of the resource increases.

2.3"2 The Use of Taxes or Subsidies

A pricing program, via Èaxes or subsidies, for lhe regulation of the

externality may more closely satisfy effÍciency criteria at a lesser

cost than the necessary variable quanËity restrÍctions that would be re-

James E. Krier and I.J. David lvlontgomery, "Resource A1locaËion, rnfor-
mation Cost and the Fonn of Governmental Interventionrtt Natural Re-
sources Journal, January, 1973, p. 98.

Baumol states that, unlike quantity resÈrictions, a pricing system
'rpromises aL least in principle, to achieve decreases in pollution or
other types of damage to the environment at. minimum cost to socieËy."
l{il1iam J. BaumoI, "Or TaxaEion and the Control of Externalitiesr'r
The Arnerican Economic Review June, 1972, p. 319.

15
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quired to achieve similar efficiency objecti.r"".16

Since irrigators will use v/ater up to the 1evel where private margi-

nal cost equals marginal revenue, it may seem simple enough to levy a

tax on the irrigator equal to the difference between roarginal private

and marginal social cosÈs (a per unit tax equal to AB in Figure 2.1).

The irrigator nov¡ regards the marginal cost to be equal to that repre-

sented by the MCs curve (ltCp + e¡) in Figure 2.1 and wilt operare where

marginal revenue equals the marginal private cost plus the tax, at the

optinal levels of q3 for Farr A and q4 for Farm B. In a more compeËi-

tive case, where negotiation is impractical, this should ensure an effi-

cienE level of resource use will occur.17 Orrly the more efficient users

(and the more efficient uses) will utilize the r^rater because there is

incentive Eo compare the marginal value of a unit of water to the per

uniË charge plus procurement cost.

The same result would occur if the offending user is given a subsidy

equal to Ëhe marginal social costs for each reduction in water use. If

the offending irrigator decides to keep pumping aË the higher leve1, the

subsidy is forgone and the opportunity cost of producËion will equal the

marginal private cost plus the forgone subsidy. Such a program, of

course, could involve large governmental expendiËure Èo cover Èhe cost

of the subsidy. Under either taxation or subsidization, the opportunity

cost Èo the causal user is the sarne. As a result, the net social gain

is the same wiLh either method. the causal- parËy is better off with a

subsidy program. I{ith taxation, the opposite is true. The taxation

met,hod provides revenue for t.he government and could either be totally

t7 ,¡r¿., p. 313.
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or partially self-supporting of the resource administraËion costs.

Hence, resource regulation Ëhrough taxation appears more at.tractive than

through subs idization"

There are, however, implementation problems wiËh Ëhe taxation scheme.

The price (tax level) of the water is not deterroined by the forces of

supply and demand, as in a private market, but has to be established by

other means. The problem lies in estimating the difference between mar-

ginal private and rnarginal social costs" Baumol suggests setting taxes

by trial and error to achieve a desired standard. This would require

less information since it'rutilizes global measures and avoids direct

controls with all of their heavy administrative costs."IB Hor"rrur, trial-

and error can possibly take too long, even leading to the destruction of

the resource if taxes are set too low.

2.3"3 Market For l.IaËer Rights

If a rqarket is created for the allocation of water, then the price

determines who wíl1 obtain the rights to use a specific amount. This

price is detennined by the individuals who competitively bid for the

rights in the market place. Assuming no financial limitation, individu-

als able to obtain the greatesÈ benefit will be able to afford the high-

est price. At the margin, the individuals will be paying the same be-

cause lhe raarginal benefit will be the same. (This price would be the

sâme as the appropriate tax.)

18 B"tr*ol, p. 319 .
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Although a markeË may be appropriaEe for the efficient allocation of

vJater, there is some doubt as Ëo whether the market forces are able to

provide sufficient correcËive pressures on externality effects. Cor""l9

emphasized the role of property rights20 to enable market processes to

occur for the control of externalities. Initially, a resource user nay

be given the right to use a certain quantity of water. Individuals who

do not have rights must be excluded from using the resource" If the

rate of use of a second user i-ncreases, causing ext,ernality effecLs on

the first user, then the second user is charged the cosL of restituËion

for such effects. The first user has the right Eo a particular quantity

of water and the second user is legally liable for any infringement upon

Èhat right. The causal irrigator must pay the marginal damage that oc-

curs as the result of any increase in water rr"".2l In effect, the liable

irrigator has a m¡rginal cost that is now equal to the marginal privat.e

cost plus the marginal social cost. As a resul-t, the resourc.es are allo-

caÈed efficiently and output is at an optimal level.

If property rights are given to the individual causing Èhe effect,

Coase argued further, ít is in the common interest of the harmed user to

voluntarily eornpensate lhe causal individual- for a reduction in usage in

order to reduce the externality effect. The aroount of compensation

liorthwhile is any amount up to the total aroount of the damage inflicted.

The causal user is willing to reduce outpuË as long as the difference

19 n.H. coase, "The probleru of
ics, October, I960.

Social Costr" Journal of Law and Econom-

20 Simply, "property rights'r here
Ehe property, in this case, the

Here, damage is regarded as any
effects.

refers to Èhe rights of action over
right to use water.

harmful or counterproductive external21
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between marginal private benefit and marginal social cost is received.

Two important assumptions should be noted. One is Ëhat the compensa-

tion payments for damage, or the bribes to reduce damage, can be cost-

lessly iraposed. The other, that the actual "affectingil and "affected"

ParËies can be identified and these effects can be measured. These as-

sumptions become more unrealistic as the numbers of the parEies grow,

making any type of bargaining írnpossible, or extremely expensive, and

therefore prohibitive. Furtherrnore, some form of legal framework of

ovrnership is required to enable negotiation to take place; liability

rules must be knom. Another problem is the likelihood of individuals

inflating their claims above actual dauage in an attempt Ëo increase

theír compensation payment.

rn practise, t.herefore, it i-s questionable whether simply assigning

property rights will create market forces that are able to provide suf-

ficient corrective pressures on individuals for the consideration of ex-

ternaliËy effects. These pressures would therefore have to be provided

through insEitutional means, supplementary Èo the assignmenË of property

rights" Granted, these rtinstitutional means" would not be costless.

Eventually, however, creating a private ¡oarket sysÈem from a common

property system will result in sufficient increased economic effÍciency

to offset the costs of these necessary institutional arrangements.22 ln.

costs thaË are involved are those resulting from the requirement to de-

fine the property rights and the necessary protection of these rights.

See: Harold Densetz, ttToward

American Economic Association
a Theory of Property Rights," Vol. 57,
Papers and Proceedings, 1967.

22
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2.4 RELATED STUDIES

A number of previous studies developed procedures to derive the de-

mand for groundwater for irrigation purposes. Burt23 utilized the meth-

ods of dynamic prograuming, permitting the derÍvation of a functional

equation for optimal resource allocation over time. Bredhoeft and
,11Young-' criticized the simplifing assuurptions made to make dynamic pro-

gramrning acceptable to the problern. For example, Burt assumes pumping

costs are relaËed directly to the stock of water present in the aquifer.

Bredehoeft and Young argue that it is incorrect. to relate purnping costs

to the average drawdown for the basin because the drawdor^m, and hence

the puroping 1ift, at the particular location i,s not related to a basin

wide average.

They suggest a nodel which 'rincorporates the interdependency and het-

erogenity of aquifers, whose output brings out the time dependency of

resPonse of water levels, can represent. groundwater systems sígnificant-

1y better than the more simplified. approaches."25 Bredehoeft and Young

use l-inear programming as the method to represent the resource alloca-

tion of the firm. Thus, the short run \^rater use decision of irrigators

0.R. Burt, "Optimal Resouree Use Over Time with an Application to
Groundwaterr" Management Science VoI. ll, No. 1, September, 1964.

I.D. Bredehoeft and R.A. Young, "The Temporal Allocation of Groundwa-
ter-A Sirnulation Approachr" I.iater Resources Research, Vo1. 6, I970.

Bredehoeft, p. 6.
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is solved for in the simulation by a relatively simple linear program-

ming mode1"

Craddock26 investigated the use of l-inear prograroming models for de-

terroining irrigation demand for waLer and compares the relative merits

and disadvantages of ordinary, recursive or multi-period specifications.

l.Iith ordinary linear programming the price of water can be parametically

varied. Successively solving the rnodel for alternative r¡rater prices

will approximaËe the demand curve. In practícal terms, it is impossible

Ëo solve recursive and multi-period wiËh more than two or three integer

variables.

Mapp and Eidman2T developed a bioeconomic evaluation that was capable

of determining yields for the major irrigated and dryland crops. These

yields were det,ermined as a function of soil moisture and atmospheric

stress. The uodel v/as used to evaluate three methods of regulating

groundwater irrigation; no restrictions, a quantity restriction and a

user fee for use above the quantity restriction. The General AgrÍcul-

Ëural Finn simulator developed by Hutton and Hin*an28 was modified to

simulate a representative farrn for each resource situation depicted. A

rnajor revision to the simulator was made to include a production subset

to simulate yields and irrigation water use.

26 W.l. Craddock, "Linear Programming Models for Determining Irrigation
Demand for l.Iater, " Canadian Journal of Agricultural Economics Vol.
19, No. 3, November, 1971.

27 H^rry P. Mapp Jr., and Vernon R. Eidman, "A Bioeconomic Simulation
Analysis of Regulating Groundwater lrrigationr" American Journal of
Agricultural Economics Vol. 58, 1976.

28 *.F. Hutton and H.R. Hinruan, "A General Agricultural Finn Simulatorr"
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociality Report 72, Pennsylvania
SÈate UniversiÈY, 1968.
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Kraft's29 analytical nodel concentrated upon the allocation of pri-

vaËe and common propert.y resources, through different policy instru-

ments, to achieve potential water quality standards in an irrigated riv-

er basin. Separable programming \^7as used to enable ínclusion of the

vrater quality variables. The objective was specified to be a net rev-

enue maxímizing function" Kraft identified two types of constraints

that restricted the aËtainment of the objective: t) political and legat

restrictions including r4later quality standards and the distribution of

r^Iater rights, and 2) physical and hydrological constraints defining the

availability of land and water for irrigation. By changing constraints

or prices, Kraft. simulated political, 1egal and technical restrictions,

with such changes intended Eo achieve the same qualiËy standard.

Hassenmillut30 was interested in determining the "optimal dimensions

of a proposed irrigation development when that developmenÈ Ís viewed

from a socÍetal perspectirr.."31 He erphasized that it may not. be desira-

ble to satisfy all water demands and the nature of development can not

be determined by technologÍcal factors a1one. He concluded that satis-

factory development planning requires careful integration of aÈ least

three elements; crop characteristics, \¡rater costs and commodity demands.

Since each of Ëhese Ëhree elements must be considered simultaneously to

obtain the optinal pattern of development, separable prograrnmÍng was

10" D.F. Kraft, "Economics of Agricultural Adjustments to l^Iater Quality
Standards in an Irrigated River Basinr" unpublished Ph.D. Èhesis,
Department of Agricultural Economics, I^lashington State UniversiÈy,
r97 5.

K.hl. Hasserunillar, "Planning for Irrigation Development in the StaEe
of l^Iashington," unpublished Ph"D. thesis, liashington State Universí-
ty,1972.

Ibid., p. 65.

30
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used to obËain more accuraËe and refined results than traditional meth-

ods of linear programmÍng.

This review of literature indicates various procedures to model r^raËer

demand and water resource allocation problems. Mapp and Eidman's study

demonstrated the acceptibility of using a linear programming model to

represent the resource allocation function of the firm. Mapp and Eid-

mans'study, as well as Kraft's, provided insight into the siroulation of

different methods of regulaËing groundwater; an objective of this study.

Hasseruniller's study served Èo illustrate the weaknesses of an "optima1"

level of irrigation development when viewed from a purely technical

point of view.

2"5 SI]MMÄRY

A conpeÈitive market for a resource serves to act as an auctioning

process which can resul-t in the efficient allocation. The nature of a

common property resource prevents the functioning of a competitive mar-

keË. rnitially, when the resource is abundant, there is no need for

concern about allocation" It only becomes necessary as the value in-

creases and public intervention, and Èhe associated costs, become more

worthwhile. Then, the increased efficiency of use will offseÈ Èhe cost

of intervention. WiÈhout public inEervention, externality effects wÍll

also be neglected. Quotas and taxation or subsidization are alternative

allocative measures which may initially provide adequate regulation.

Eventually, however, inËervention more closely approximating a competi-

tive market may be desirable frou an efficiency point of view. Still,

extra-market requireroents will be necessary to handle consideration of

externality effects.



Chapter III

ALTERNATIVE INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

If no adverse ínteractions occur between users of a common property

resource, Ëhen access should not be denied. Since regulation is not

necessary, no institutional arrangement for the management of the re-

source is required. Eventuallyr as usage increases and conflÍcts occur,

reguJ-aËion denying free access enables the authority controlling access

to manage the resource more efficiently.

rnitially, the management objective of this authority nay be simply

to limit \^Iater use so apparent. adverse externality effects do not occur.

However, as t.he resource becomes more scarce and increases in va1ue, a

rnore effÍcient allocation of the resource becomes a worthwhile objec-

tive. As this value becomes larger, more thorough regulation is desira-

ble because welfare losses from inefficiencies are no\^i greater. As Ëhe

development of the resource progresses, regulation requirements change.

If an objective of water management is the efficient use of availabl-e

\.{ater, then the ultimate goal of \,rater regulation is to ensure the allo-

cation of resources is such that the rnarginal value of the resource is

equal to all users. If this goal is achieved, then the income from the

resource is as large as possible"

Econoroic theory provided the concepts for alËernative regulatory

tools (quotas, pricing and the establishment of a rnarket). These alter-

natives are considered in this chapter from a more practical sÈandpoint,

-27-
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in the context of how acceptable and feasible the instituËional arrange-

ment necessary for their implementation would be. Four alternatives are

considered here" The first alternative is to continue with present reg-

ulation, thus accepting the staÈus quo" Alternative II is to maintain

t,he quota system as Ëhe regulatory instrument, while improving manage-

ment control of the resource within existing legislative guidelines.

Alternative III is a pricing system. Alternative IV, a "marketrrfor wa-

ter, would incorporate the characteristics of pricing \^zater and allowing

for transferability of water rights.

3"1 CURR-ENT WATER MANAGEMENT IN MANITOBA- ALTERNATIVE I

Presently, in Manitoba, allocating water among users is removed from

Ëhe market, largely ignoring the concept of economic ef f iciency.32 l,trny

of the weaknesses of present al-location are not unique to the I'fanitoba

situation but are a consequence of basic principles of the "appropria-

tive doctrine.tt

Under this doctrine, \.ùater is alfocated on the principle of "first in

time-first in rightrr- the exclusive right of the earliest appropriator

of water to use his total allocation as long as supply is available- any

l-ater appropriator has Ëhe same right with respect to those who were

later than himself" The licensing board determines priority "according

Ëo the respective dates of...filing'r an application.33 tf," appropriative

right relates to a specific quantiËy of r,rat.er (a quota) and has a Ëime

limit on i-t's validity, usually five years for irrigation. As we1l,

Granted, the Manitoba Water Rights AcÈ does rank uses with the inten-
Ëion of representing efficiency asPects somewhaE.

The Water Rights Act R.S.M., c" 289, s. I2(2).

32
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there are broad categories of precedence depending on purpose, and in

Èhe following order: domestic, municipal, industrial, irrigation and

other purposes"

Present regulation is inefficient in many \¡iays, largely because there

are no assurances that Í/ater is used in a benefÍcÍal and reasonable way:

1 " Priority within a category based upon seniority inhibits a lower

priority irrigator from using the water in a more efficient man-

ner. l,iater continues to be allocated to present day uses which

may be less valuable. Thus, an opportunit.y cost is inflicted on

society and Ëotal benefits are restrained.

l^Iithin a category, there is no system of allocation on Ëhe basis

of beneficial use. And legislation establishes automatic priori-

ty of use between tr,ro uses that fal1 into different categories.

As wel1, there is no consideration for the priority of a particu-

lar use changing over time

The right of a senior holder to use the toEal quantity specified

on Èhe permit is absolute, wiÈh no regard for the benefits of

such use. There is no incent.ive to use the waÈer prudent.ly since

there are no economic gains for doing so.

Water rights are non-transferable between users. If a permit

holder finds himself wíth supply in excess of actual require-

ments, he is unable to transfer rights t.o someone else. This en-

courages use of the toEal allotment, perhaps even past the level

where marginal net value is equal to zero.

contingency arrangements do not exist wiÈh provisions for special

management during drought. Even if only enough r^rater for a few

2.

3.

4"

5"
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more senior holders is available, resulting in many other estab-

lished users receiving no supplies, there is no form of emergency

ratloning to lessen the inpact on the area. Obviously, the mar-

ginal values of irrigation supplied to farms with short supply

are higher than Èo farms with more adequate supplies. Further-

more, the rnarginal- value of additional water increases for most

crops as the season progresses, yet available v¡ater may be con-

sumed before the critical st.ages of plant development.

The lack of enforcement of existing legislation also has an impact on

efficiency. Many irrigators presently do not hold water licenses and,

conversely, many license holders do not. irrigate. Therefore, the actual

amount of water usage is unknown, as is the amount still available for

use.

3"2 IMPROVED MANAGEI'ÍENT TINDER EXISTING LEGISLATION- AITERNATIVE II

Under exísting legislation the Lieutenant Governor in Council may re-

serve any unappropriaÈed I^Iater and ttmay thereaf ter authorize the alloca-

tion of the whole or any part of the water so reserved among the appli-

cants therefor, or otherwiser âs he may deem best in the public
al.j.nterest.".tt'* rn this way provisions do exist for changes in current

managenent to increase efficiency whí1e maintaining quota restrictions

as a basic regulat.ory too1.

Without changing water management regulation to any extent, there are

three areas that would improve distribution:

- ' The l{ater Rights Act R.S.M. , c. 289, s; i2(8).
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Enforcement of the requirement for a license to use water, as re-

quired by statute, is a first step before any control can be es-

tablished" Thus, property rights are assigned to individuals and

the resource acquires the private good characteristic of excluda-

bili ty .

If a licensee fails to use his allot.menÈ, or part of it, after a

specific period of time, then the license should be forfeited.

Provision for this course of action Ís already provided for in

section 38 (t and 2) of the Act. Therefore, the holders of li-

censes obtained for security or speculative reasons would be made

to give up their right.s. OËherwise, the carrying capacÍty of the

aquifer is noË ful1y uÈilized. If quota alloc.ation is enforced,

a quantity of wat,er which has been assigned is unavailable for

another user, whether actually used or not.

The use of water, as sÈipulated ín the licence, should be moni-

tored to ensure compliance with Ëhe terms of the r^/ater agreement.

Failure to observe or perform any stipulations in the license or

under the Water Rights Act is grounds for forfeiture of the li-

cense, as specified in section 38(3). Without such follo\¡r-up en-

forcement, after issuance, adequate control is not possible. It

2.

3.
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Ëois important Èo allocate water, and enforce this allocation,

ensure security of an individual's entit,l.rurrt,35

The cost of public enforcement of existing legislation, ie" enlarging

the síze of the civil service, should al-so be weighed against the gains.

These initial rneasures will significantly improve control of the re-

source, but may not be sufficient to achieve public objectives. Addí-

tional ineasures would then be necessary.

3"3 IIrATER MANAGEI"IENT BASED ON TAXATION- ALTERNATIVE III

Establishing a per unít tax on r.Tater use sets a price for the re-

source. I¡Iater will- be used more prudently as the per unit tax becomes

larger in relation to Èhe per uniË returns. In principle, tax-subsÍdy

approaches to problems of externality are sound, but the infonnational

requirement ís large because social costs are difficult to rneasure.

Ilodified approaches to taxation are more attractive as neans Ëo effec-

Èively achieve resource management objectives.

Once the desired quantity of use is determined (perhaps where rec-

harge equals use), a tax capable of regulating use Èo this 1evel is

sought. Understandably, the exact. leve1 of the tax v¡ould be hard to de-

termine and may be established only after some trial and error. Simula-

tion methods and econometric methods can be used in Lhe deternÍnation of

35 wr,itu "tenure securit,y" is important, rtphysÍeal securityrt could be
improved through the construcËion of storage projects and water con-
ÈroL structures. The equity of distribution could be increased, ena-
bling a junior right-holder to be no less secure than a senior hold-
êr, within limits. Spring run-off in excess of water requirements
could be held back, then later released into streans to ensure a nore
even flow 1aËer in the season. However, these projects may not be
feasible in their own right. In actualiËy, such project.s are very
rare due to large initial capital cost.s and environmental con-
sÈraints.
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the Èax to assess how demand is affected by the different level-s" Finer

adjustments can be determined from information provided after initial

implementation. This method would result in a more efficient allocation

of vlater even if the farrns are not perfect competitors or profit maxim-

ízers. 0n1y a small amount of information is required in comparison to

the basic theoretical approaches "

Enforcement of the Eaxation regulations would be required to prevent

or minimize abuses. Indeed, the enforcement may be technically diffi-

cu1t, or very costly, to ensure proper payment and to exclude those who

do not pay. In the case of the Carberry aquifer, pumpÍng rates could be

recorded from guages on the wells. Then periodical monitoring of an in-

dividuals usage could be possible, similarly to the monitoring of resi-

dential waËer use.

Since the crops grown within the area are grown ext.ensively through-

ouÈ \^Testern Canada, the producers in the Carberry area are a sma1l part

of a nuch larger industry and therefore operate as price takers. Conse-

quently, with a perfectly elastic demand with respect to price, the tax

is not shared by producers and consumers, but falls on the producers

al-one "

An alternative taxation scheme would involve a lump sum payment, or a

fixed charge per quota (acre, pivot, or other unit, but noË per unit of

waËer) and for a specific time period. The charge would not be influ-

enced by the actual allount of water used. It may be sufficiently large

that only the most profitable irrigated crops are grown and the 1eve1 of

water use is such thaÈ external diseconomies are minimal. Unfortunate-

ly, once Èhe initial fixed tax rate is paid, Ëhere is no incentíve to
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further decrease \.¡ater use. Further reductions would enable more r.Tater

Eo be used elsewhere, assuming provisions for transferability" (As with

an individual quota, as long as water use is kept at the specified lev-

e1, there is no incentj-ve for furËher reductions.) Therefore, this form

of taxation is more simply implemented, yêt less effecÈive"

3 "4 WATER MANAGEMENT BASED ON I"IARKET PRINCIPLES- AITERNATIVE IV

Since a "free" rnarket for water would fail, a possible alternative is

a regulated market system. An adequate instituÈional structure would be

required which may incorporaÈe theoretical quantity rest.rictions and

Èaxation principles. There are two types of approaches to Ehis propo-

sa1:

1. the nodification of current \^/ater right procedure, allowing for

transferability of "quotas"

the formation of an authorit.aËive organization to administer the

sale of r{ater rights.

Each of these approaches are considered separately.

3 "4 "I Transferability of Quotas

In some areas of the United SÈates, where vrater rights can be trans-

ferred, a staË.e aulhoritaLive board is responsible for collecting data

on the effects of a proposed transfer and then evaluating these techni-

cal facts and the laws pertaining to the .rse.36 Such a procedure re-

places the market transaction, allows for consideration of externality

2.

36 uor additional discussion see:
Transfers: Econoníc Efficiency
H.pki"s Pres-s , lalt i*o r. ,- t 9 7õl

L.M. Hartman and
and Alternative

D. Seastone,
Ins titut ions

tr{ater
John
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effects and enables an evaluation of benefits.3T A water right is not

considered to be a saleable entity until an ovrnership transfer is re-

quested and then the transfer is made subject to the approval of the

board. Once approved, a price for the water could either be determined

by the board or agreed upon by the buyer and seller. This system is in-

tended to facilitate transfer between differential uses and therefore

categories of priority users are not necessary.

Under this arrangement, the acEual amount of water transferred could

be determined by the board and may be different than the initial appro-

priation, depending on use and externaliÈy effects. The actual transac-

tion should involve an amounË of water not. exceeding the consumptÍve use

of the original purpose, if reËurn flows have been previously allocated.

As well, rights should not be granted that atlow for more \,üater than can

be used beneficially. The establishment of beneficíal use could also be

required before the renewal of licenses. The applicant coul-d be al-lowed

to appeal decisions rnade by the authoritative board by using the courts.

A requirement to publicly post the intended vrater use informs poLen-

tially affected parties of an impending Eransfer. The applicant would

be responsible to ansr,rer any concerns raised by t.hese parties. The

board would Ëhen determine if the transfer should be a1lowed.

OËher responsibilities of the authoritative board could include the

nonitoring of use, the responsibility to cancel licenses which are not

ín use for a minimum number of consecutive years, hydrological studies,

37 tn other western states, the above responsibilities are handled judi-
cially and the onus is on Ëhe indívidual parties to provide the
courts with assurances of consideration of the effects of the pro-
posed transfers" These presentations can tend to be biased in favour
of the applicant and less favourable Ëo the social viewpointr sug-
gesting administrative boards are preferable to the courts.
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and neasurements of quantities pumped" As well, field surveys of. pro-

posed T¡Iater use, and the collecËion of informat.ion for the transfer pro-

cess, would be the board's responsibilities"

Difficulties associated with this procedure are the quantifying of

rights, due to fluctuating seasonal and annual recharge, and the effects

due to the interdependency of users. These problems may be partially

relieved Ëhrough obtaining sufficient hydrological data.

3.4"2 The Sale of l,Iater Rights

If a permit holder's allotment is

water could be used by someone else,

Èive to transfer the rÍght of use.

through the pricing of water rights.

saleable commodity.

in excess of needs, this ttexcesstt

provided there is adequate incen-

Such incentive could be provided

Thus, a r,rater right would be a

The price required to facilitate the transfer of a lrater right could

be deternined by the two parties involved. An administrative board

would serve as an ttauctioneerrtt expediting the sale of the water to the

highest bidder" All transfers would be subject to the board's right to

refuse a transfer in excess of the amount Ëhat can be beneficially used.

The board will also be responsible for ensuring sufficient protection

and adequaËe compensation to other users who may be affected by the
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transfer. These "third party" effects, such as may be caused by a low-

ering of the water table, would otherwise nost likely not be consid-
.38ered "

Because rights are t,ransferable, a buyer will be willing to pay up to

Èhe net value of the increase in crop yield as a result of the addition-

al water purchased. The nore efficient users can afford a higher price

for each unit of water. The less efficient user can afford vüater only

when Ëhe price is lower. Since price is an indicaËion of scarcity and

value in use, the more efficient firm will be able to out-bid the less

efficient. This process allows for adjustments Ëo be made as benefits

change over time.

The value of the agricultural production is thus maximized in the

area, given the availability of vrater, because of this re-distribution

among users. Incentive, by \^iay of a price, is provided f or a water

right holder to sel-I off rights not in use or rights that are of more

value to someone else. i,Jater will be much better utilized t,han under a

system of no transfers.

Prices could be deternined and set by the board. If kept reasonably

low, windfall gains accrueing to Èhe original holders of the right would

be limited.39 Urrfortunately, the consequences of t.his procedure on eco-

nomic efficiency are not desirable. By resLricting the prÍce of water

In areas where water developnent becomes very intensive, local admin-
istrative boards should be responsible for overseeing developnent.
In general, the more comprehensive the management required, the more
appropriaÈe is the districL forcn of organization. LocaI orgaûíza-
tions would be in a better position to implement regulation allowing
for the transfer of rights in a manner more similar to the market.

Windfall gains, if provable or adequately defined, could also be tax-
ed.

3B

39
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isto a nominal basis,

intribi ted.40

the allocative function of E.he market

Some water distribution procedures in t.he United States allow for the

Èemporary transfer of water rights. These "renta1s" help alleviaËe

problems of insufficienË water supplies resulting from changes in crop

requirements due to weaÈher, type of crop or mis-m¡naged water require-

ments. AddiLional needs for water may be partially or completely filled

by excess water from lands ËhaÈ, at the time, have no need for all the

water allocated to them. This increased flexibility ensures greaEer ef-

ficiency in use. As before, price incentives woul-d be required to fa-

cilitate transfers"

Prices for these temporary transfers could be either uncontrolled or

controlled by the management board. Uncontrolled prices would ensure

that normal market processes would divert water to the most beneficial

use. 0r, Ëhe board could seË a price. This wil1, of course, inhibit

water from going to the most efficient use.

3.5 SI]MMARY

The current deficiencies in water regulation in l'{anitoba have created

few problems, but, as demands increase, the requirements for more rigor-

ous regulation is obrriorrs.4I Present quoEa regulation is only adequate

when exËernality effects are rninimal and quantity demanded in relation

40_'- For example, if the board will buy a rÍght back for $5 per acre-foot
yet the marginal reÈurn to the irrigator is $7 per acre foot, he will
noÈ sell even if the marginal value of another irrigator is $i0 per
acre-fooË. Under normal market processes, he would sell his right to
Ëhe oEher user who would be willing to pay up to $J.0.

l!1-^ Presently, there is concern over how to handle the large infl-ux of
r,rater right applications.
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to availability is small" LegislaËion should be enforced to ensure all

users are licensed and all licenses are being used. The monitoring of

water use and v¡ater drawdown is also necessary" These actions will pro-

vide information on actual \,rater usage, insight ínto the behavior of the

aquifer and est,imates of the availability of water.

Taxation, in itself, while encouraging efficÍent use, is difficult to

use as a tool Èo limit use. The informational requirement necessary to

determine the exacË. size of the tax that would limit use to a particular

level is large.

Eventually, regulation enabling the transfer and pricing of quotas is

desirable. Even then, an organization outside of the market lqould be

required to consider external effects. For Carberry, a district form of

organization is most appealing t.o properly consider both efficiency and

externality effects.



Chapter IV

ANALYTICAI MODEL AND DATA

This analysis of irrigation development in the Carberry area uses a

linear programmíng rnodel to maximize net agricultural income given Èhe

available resources .42 iin" linear programrning model is ideally suited to

this type of analysis because it allocates the available limited re-

sources so they are utilized as efficiently as possible. A soluÈion is

obtained where net income is maximized because the limiLed resources are

used in activities which provide the largest contribution to the objec-

tive function. For this study, a maximum net income is deemed to be di-

rectly indicative of social well-being. As we11, the linear programming

model is appropriate because iL is able to accommodaÈe a problem which

has many complicated relationships among a large number of variables.

Specifically, Ehe study's analysis is concerned with how model solu-

tions are affected by simulating various instiËutional allocative fac-

tors such as quotas on \^/ater use, taxing water use, transferability of

erater rights, and priority right systems. In this way, the researcher

can t.est how irrigation development ruay be influenced by a particular

policy.

*" ttRational development of water resources presupposes desirable conse-
quences on reaL income, whether it be at the level of an individual,
some local region, or the nation at large.tr Michael F. Brewer,ttThe
Economics of Water Transferrtt Natura] Resources Journal, January,
1965, p. 522.

-40-
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Linear programming makes use of theory, programming logic and large

amount.s of data to represent a simplified version of a complex real

world problem" This type of analysis involves two major steps. First,

a model must be developed that adeguately represents the actual situa-

Èíon. Second, upon conpletion of a satisfactory model, changes reflect-

ing managerial and institutional developments are simul-ated to determine

influences on Èhe model soluËions. The linear programming rnodel is ab-

sÈract, but is a useful tool Èo aid in managerial decisions.

This model assigns acres of land between dryland and irrigated pro-

duction and into specific crops subject to physÍcal, technical, econom-

ic, institutional, and water availability constraints. Since numerous

interacting factors influence the actual level and direcEion of develop-

Eent, many of these factors must be represented in the model in order to

properly influence the quantitative information provided by the analy-

sis. At the same time, while it is necessary to,include the more rele-

vant and influential factors, the model must be kept simple enough to be

uanageable and useful.

The boundary of the Deltaic Sand Aquifer itself provides the discrete

area of study" All írrigaËion is assumed to use the underground water

supply and therefore all- irrigation can be considered interdependent.

The method of irrigation considered in this rnodel is the centre pivot

system since Èhis type is nost suited to the conditions in the Carberry

area. Although the centre pivot is one of the most capital intensive

sysEems available, it also has a minimal labour requirement. Corner at-

tachments for the pivot system are riot considered due to their hígh per

acre investment cost.
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4"t MODEL SPECIFICATION

The linear programming model has Ehe general forro:

MAXIMIZE: PX

SUBJECT T0: CX < B, X ) 0

r+here P is a vector of prices; X is a vector

matrix of technical coefficients; and B ís

s t.raint levels .

tal additional capit.al investment, in dollars.

The B vector is comprised of ( f + g + c + r + j

cluding f pre-determined levels of Ëhe maximum net

improved pasÈure; g levels of arable, fallow and

of

a

(4.r)

(4.2¡

activity 1eve1s; C is a

vector of resource con-

+k ) variables, in-

irrigable lands and

The price vector P contains (c * i + d * w * r ) variables including

Èhe market prices received for selling a unit of crop c produced in the

aquifer area; the purchase pri.ces for the package of variable resources

required as inputs for an acre of irrigated crop i on a part.icular land

class; the purchase prices for the package of variable resources re-

quired for an acre of crop d under dryland production on either stubble

or fallow, and on a particular land class, plus the purchase prices for

$7 r.raËer use activities and capital invesË,ment requirements, r.

The variables derived by the programming model are included in vecËor

xand include ( c+i+d*w* r ) variables representing: output pro-

ductÍon levels of each crop; levels of irrigated production activity for

each crop, in acres; dryland production activity for each crop, in

acres; 1eve1s of water pumped and consumed, in acre-inches; and the to-

summerfallow
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equality constraints on c crops produced; t rotational restrictions;

equality constraint.s on j water availability levels; and k quantity re-

stricËions on hrater use.

Matrix C is comprised of technical coefficients which define the re-

lationships between crop production and the resource constraint levels.

The nodel can be expressed mathematically in the following forrn:

9 74 34 s
t{AXIt',lrzE: ipx- ipx- xpx -ipx -px (4.3)

c=lcc i=Iii d=Idd w:lww rr

where: P = price per unit for selling crop c
c

X = 1evel of crop c so1d, in bushels, pounds, tons, or
c AUM

P = cost of resource requirements per acre of irrigated
i activity i

X = acres of irrigated activity i
i

P = cost of resource requirements per acre of dryland
d activity d

X = acres of dryland activity d
d

P = per unit cosË of water use activity w
\Á/

X = 1eve1, in acre-inches, of \./ater use activit.y w
VT

P = price per dollar of investment
r

X = additional investment, in dollars
r
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4"2 OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

The levels of t.he acLivities in the objective function are deterroined

by the roodel. The price coefficients of the objective funcËion are, of

course, pre-detennined and include product outpuÈ prices, variable costs

of the irrigated and dryland activities and input costs of water and

capiËal resource use.

4"2"1 ProducÈ Prices

Agricultural production, for the purposes of Èhe nodel, consists of

eight major crops growrt in the area plus pasture. These crops are:

wheat, barley, grain corn, rapeseed, sunflowers, potatoes, tame hay, and

silage corn. The prices received for the crops are based upon average

1979 prices received in Manitoba (Appendix B Table 3). The value of the

pasture land production is assumed to be equal to the cost for gtazi-ng

charged by crown Lands in r979, which becomes the "price" received in

Ëhe model for each AUM produ""d.43 These base values are assumed to ade-

quately reflect the price relationships beÈween the various economic

outputs and their required inputs. The demand functions for the crops

are assumed to be perfectly elastic; therefore a specific crop price is

unaffected by the level of production.

AUM stands for "Animal UniÈ Monthrrt
supply the feed requirements of a I
ca1f, for a month"

the amount of forage required to
,000 pound cow, with or without a

43
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4.2"2 InpuE Costs

The amount of water pumped and the additional capital investment re-

quirement for irrigaËion and growing specialty crops (potatoes and corn)

are Ereated as separate activit.ies in the mode1. Purnping costs were de-

termined to be $l "57 per acre inch of water pumped, t.he average variable

cosËs of irrigating farmers surveyed in }fanitoba in Ig7g.44 ln interest

rate of 16 per cent is used in the model as the "pri.ce" of obtaining ad-

ditional capital for investment purposes. This rate was considered to be

reasonable to attract capital into the irrigation investment option in

1979.

4"2"3 Variable Costs

Variable cost estimates were obËained from the "Economic Analysis of

Irrigation Investmentrr 
"t.rdy.45 

These base cosËs are those experienced

in 1979 to enable fair relationships wÍth the 1979 base prices of out-

puts. (See: Appendix B Table 4.) Operating costs are considered basic

to boÈh dryland and irrigated cropping practises because costs of fuel,

repairs, labour, and other inputs are essent.ial for dryland as wel-1 as

irrigated land.

A dryland and irrigated base variable cost v/as determined for each

crop. Different variabl-e costs beËween stubble and fallow cropping, and

44 Tr"rrry-one farmers \,ùere surveyed in the fall of LgTg for the study:
D.F. Kraft and R.M. Josephson, et al, t'Economic Analysis of Irriga-
tion Investment in Manitobarrr Department of Agricultural Economics
and Farm }fanagemenË, University of Manitoba, I^Iinnipeg, March, I9Bl .

Ibid.

The land in the aquifer area is divided into three classes for Pur-
poses of the mode1. For further explanation, see Section 4.3.1.

45
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between land classes, are only aËtributed to differences in yieta.46

Higher yields result in higher harvesting and handling costs, which are

added on to the base variable cost. The same unit cost of handling and

harvesting the additional yield not represented by the base cost is used

for both irrigated and dryland crops. Since variable costs are only de-

termined by yield and the type of cropping (irrigated or dryland), and

since irrigated yields are the same for each land class, the variable

cost for each irrigated crop is the same for each land class.

The variable costs for both native and improved pasture include annu-

a1 cost of water and fencing. Improved pasture is also charged a cost

for re-grassing. Land costs, including investment costs and taxes, are

not included' For improved pasture it r{ras assumed that 1.5 niles of

fencing and .5 dugouts are required per quarter. Native pasture re-

quires the saroe amount of fencing, but Ëhe dugout requirement is reduced

to .3 per quarter. Costs were obtained from t.he Saskatchewan Department.

-17of Agriculture.'

SumraerfaLlow cosÈs were obtained from the surveyed sample of famers

included in Èhe "Economic Analysis of Irrigation Investment.'r Sunmer-

fallow acreage is assumed to be constant and t.herefore is not determined

through economic consideraËions. Hence, the cost of summerfallow is not

allocated or atËributed to any specÍfi-c crop gro\,m on fallow. rn ef-

fect, the cost of summerfallow is treated as a fixed cost to dryland

farming" No irrigated crops are assumed to be grown on fallow 1and.

Saskatchewan Department
ness Managenent. Section
culture, Ju1y, 1979.

of Agriculture, ttPasËure Costs ,tt Farm Busi-
Publication, Saskatchewan Department of Agri-

47
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4"3 CONSTRAINTS

The maximízaLion of the objective function is subject to a number of

limitations. The land resource itself is limited and the number of

acres in a specific crop are lirnited due to cropping restrictions. Wa-

ter available for irrigaËion is a constraining value which is varied ex-

ternally from the model to simulate different levels of water avaÍ1abil-

ity.

4"3.1 Land Inventory

The extent of the roodel- is the area withÍn the boundaries of the Del-

taic Sand Aquifer, estimated for this study to be 739,374 acres.48 ,h"

toEal land resource is fixed at pre-deternined 1eve1s and does not

change, but the use of land does vary between cropping activities.

This total area Ís divided into three different land classes based

primarily on the characteristics of the different soil "ssociut"".49
Land classified as A land is the mosÈ productive, B classified land is

moderately productive and class C land includes all associates which

have roajor lirnitations to arable agriculture.

Acreage figures are compiled frorn information obtained from the fol--
lowing report: I,i.A. Ehrlich, et a1 . , "Report of Soil Reconnaissance
Soil Surveyr" Manitoba Soil- Survey Report, No. 7, L957.

The soil associate is the basic unit of soil cl-assification systems.
"A soil associate consists of soils that are sinilar in physical fea-
tures and chernical composition as revealed by profile characteris-
tics.t' Associated soils from sinilar parenÈ material form an associ-
ation. I^I .4. Ehrlich, eË a1., "Report of Soil Reconnaissance Soil
Survey rt' p. 32.

48
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Class A land includes the t^Ielh,rood, Glenboro and Carroll Associations

which have soil textures that vary from very fine sandy loam to clay

loam, with the dominant texture being loam. The topography is 1evel and

drainage is generally good, as is crop productivity potential. Snall

areas of marsh (I28 acres) and low productivity solenetizic soils are

deducted from the total area to obtain the "gross arable acres" of the

soil class" These 991550 acres are reduced further by seven percent to

allow for area Ëaken up by farm yards, roads, to\nrns, and drainage ditch-

es. After this adjustment, the net area of A class land suitable for

agricultural production is 92r581 acres.

Since the only method of irrigation in this model is the cenËre pivot

system, the amount of Ìand available for irrigation is determined to be

85 percent of the total gross arable acres of A class land. This per-

centage is based on a pivot capable of irrigating 136 acres out of 160.

Hence, there are a maximum of 781694 acres of A land avaílabl-e for irri-

gation (Appendix B Table I ).

Included in class B land are the SËockton fine sandy 1oam, the Fir-

dale clay loam and Firdale loam associates, and the Assiniboine Cornplex.

The Stockton fine sandy loam soil texture varies from loamy sand to very

fine sandy loam and the Firdale soils vary from loamy fine sand to very

fine sandy clay loam. The Assiniboine Conplex consists of variable tex-

Èured soils ranging from loamy fine sand to c1ay. All of these soils are

moderately productive.

The topography of the Stockton associate is mainly leve1 and drainage

good. However, naËural fertility is low and water retention capacity

less than A land which results in their B classification. A forest

1S

1S
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reserve covers a large part. of thís associate and is excluded from the

arable land tota1, as are I1232 acres of marshland. A further 1r520

acres is reclassified as C land due to the presence of dunes and is con-

sequenËly límited to pasture land.

The Firdale soil Ëopography varies from level to hilly. The ropogra-

phy is level or gently sloping on some fields, but many areas have deep

ravines and channels. Therefore, potential irrigation is limited, in

Ëhe model, to 320 acres in the Firdale loam associate. These soils are

well drained internally and surface runoff in many areas is rapid.

The Assíniboine Complex occurs along the Assiniboine River va1ley and

consequently has very irregular topography, characterized by oxbows,

terraces and old stream courses. In many areas the rough topography

would not permit cultivation of large fields. Rough non-arable land can

only be utilized as pasture. Because of t.hese limitations, only 50 per-

cent of this complex is included as B land and onty 50 percent of this

reduced amount is assumed to be suitable for irrigation. (The reroaÍning

50 percent of the conplex is included as C land, suitable for pasture.)

A smal-l amount. of the Assiniboine Cornplex is forest reserve and is ex-

cluded from Ëhe gross acres available for agriculture. The rich, fer-

tile alluvial soils along the va11ey are excellent for agriculture if

adequate draínage is provided.

The total land in class B available for agricultural production is

7Br99B acres after the seven percent adjustment for roads, farm yards

and towns. Eighty-five percenÈ of the gross irrigable land base pro-

vides a figure of 60,448 acres of land available for irrigation.
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The Manitoba Soil Survey describes soils in class C land as being

suitabl-e for pasture, hay, forestry or grazing (C1ass V and Vl land).50

This land is not generally suited to arable culture. The largest asso-

ciaÈe in this group, the St.ockton loamy sands, has a Eexture varying

from sand to loamy fine sand and Íncludes extensÍve areas of sharp faced

sand dunes, making irrigation impossible" Drainage is good to exces-

sive. Grain production should be excluded from these soils due to 1ow

fertility and high susceptibility to wind erosion. Therefore, these

lands are most suitable for grazíng. A large portion of this associate

is excluded from any agricultural production because of the forest re-

serve.

The textures of the Miniota Sands vary from sand to loamy sand. The

topography is generally level to slightly undulating, except in the

duned areas. The sands are mainly suiËed for pasture because of their

low natural fertility and low moisture holding capacíty. However, the

areas without dunes are assumed to be suítable for cropping if adequate

moisture is supplied through irrigation, excluding the area in the for-

est reserve"

The Marringhurst soj-ls have a predominately loamy coarse sand tex-

Ëure, buÈ vary to sandy loam. The topography is 1evel to gently undu-

lating and drainage is good due to rapid percolation. These soils are

1ow in natural fertility and have a very low moisture holding capacity.

The l{arringhurst soils, although best uËilized for pasture, are also as-

sumed to be capable of crop production given adequate moisËure through

irrigation.

5o ¡hrli"h, p. 73.
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The remaining 50 percent of the Assiniboine Complex not previously

included in class B land is assumed to be suit.abl-e as pasture. As well,

the areas of duned sand in the Stockton fine sandy loam associate are

also included in C land as being suitable for pasture"

The net amount of C land available for dryland pasture, including al1

soil associates, is 270,972 acres. 0f this total, 50,952 acres are

available for irrigation.

The rernaining land above the aquifer, for the purposes of this model,

is excluded frorn agrÍcultural production and therefore is not included

in either of the above three classes. Eroded slopes, comprising lrI92

acres, are steep, rough, hilly and highly susceptible to erosion. Marsh

1and, totaling 35,217 acres, is most suited to wild life and recreation.

Table 4.1 provides a summary of the model's land inventory for agricul-

ture.

Table 4.1

Land Inventory Summary of Agricultural Land (acres)

Net Arable Net Irrigable

A Land

B Land

C Land

92587

7 8998

27 097 2

7 8694

60448

50952

Total 4425sr 190094
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4 "3.2 Crop RotaËions

klheat, barley, hay, grain corn, and silage corn acreages are not re-

stricted due to crop rotation constraints. It is assumed t.hese crops

can be produced continualty.5t However, sunflowers, rapeseed and pota-

toes are susceptible to common diseases and also experience similar weed

control problems. Therefore, Èhese three crops aïe considered as one-

crop type with production being restricted to one out of every four

years on each acre of land.

summerfallow is seÈ at 16 percent of the acreage in a dryland crop-

ping program and therefore fallow cropping is 16 percent of the dryland

crop as v¡e11. This percenËage is based upon Crop Insurance Data for the

years I97O-I979 inclusive, for Ëhe Carberry area.

4.3.3 Water Availabiliry

The groundwater balance of an aquifer is characterized by Èhe rec-

harge rate and the discharge raËe. Recharge to the Deltaic Sand Aquifer

is derived entirely through precipitation.52 Discharge is made up of

evaporation and transpiration, surface water discharge, subsurface out-

There may be some concern over the feasibirity of growing corn in the
Carberry area, and continuously without rotational restrictions. An
indication of the suitability of an area for growing corn is t.he lev-
el of "heat units" available. Most recent hybrid grain corn requires
2,300 heat units, silage corn requires 2r100 heat units. The heat
unit.s available orr average in the Carberry area are marginal for
grain corn.

Growing corn continuously, as in areas of the corn bert in the
united states, must be done only after consideration of a possible
build-up of diseases, pests and weeds as a consequence of this prac-
tise.

ManiÈoba Departnent of ìIines, Resources and Environmental Management,
"Ground tùater Availability in the Carberry Arear" Groundwater Availa-
bility Studies Report No. 2, November, 1970, p. L4.

51

52
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flow, and groundwaEer use.

Since a soil moisture deficit exists in the area during the growing

season, it is assuned that recharge only occurs from precipitation be-

tween OcËober and ApriJ-. This level averages 6.23 inches.53 Readil-y

available moisture in the soil is assumed Ëo be depleted at the conclu-

sion of the growing season. Thus readíIy available moisture must be re-

plenished before any percolation into the aquifer" Considering the soil

types in each land classr 4.4 inches of water is required for A land,

2.6 inches for B land and 1.8 inches for C land.54 Subtracting these

values from Ehe 6.23 inches of average winter precipitation results in

1.83,3.63 and 4.43 inches of water available for recharge for each acre

of class A, B and C land, respectively. Land excluded from agricultural

production is assumed to allow 4.43 inches of water per acre to infil-

trat.e into t.he aquifer.

There is an observed i^/ater table rise in the 
, 
aquif er of I.2 inches

for each inch of available *rË"r.55 l"Ieighting the values for v/ater

availability subject to the different amounts of 1and, and adjusting for

Ëhe ratio of table rise per inch of available vrater, results in an aver-

age 4.80 inch rise in the r^rater table throughout the aquifer. With a

specific yield of 15 p.. ""rtr56 
the average rate of recharge for the

aquifer is determined to be 5321350 acre inches per year, or .72 inches

This value is based on precipitation data for 1942-1979 inclusive at
t\.¡o sËatj.ons, Portage la Prairie and Brandon.

From: Ha1 D. I,Ierner, "Irrigation Schedulingr" Minnesota Department of
Agriculture Extension Bulletin.

I4anitoba Department of l"fines, Resources and Environmental Management'

"Groundwater Availability in the Carberry Arear" p' 19'
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56 tot¿.r p. 19.
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of recharge per acre. This compares Ëo ,85 i-nches of recharge deter-

mined by the ln/ater Resources Branch Study.57

I{ater available for development occurs from natural discharge. If

half of Ëhe nat,ural- discharge can be retaÍned, then the anount of avail-

able water for use is equal to 266,I75 acre-inches. (Reducing natural

discharge by 50 per cent is assumed to have no adverse effects.) This

value is an average availability because average precipitation values

are used in its calculation" That is, this is the amount of wat,er that

will be available for use 50 percent of the time. Over time, one-hal-f

of the years would see rnore viater available, and the other half would

see less \^rater available.

Assuming a normal distribution for winter precipitation, and there-

fore annual recharge, enables estimates to be nade of the varying 1eve1s

of \,rater availability due Ëo fluctuating yearly precipitation. The

amount of water available 20 out of 20 years rrras deterrnined at a 957"

probability level, and equal to 88r5B7 acre inches. Fifteen out of 20

year availability, a 757. Ievel, \,ras equal to I90,202 acre inches, or an

additional 10I,61558 acre inches once 20 out of 20 year supply is uti-

Iized. Ten out of 20 year availability, or 507. probability, is equal to

Èhe average availabílity, deternoined previously to be 266rI75 acre inch-

€s, or an additional 75,97359 acre inches once the 20 out of 20 and the

15 out of. 20 year supplies are utilized"

rbid

0r,

0r,

p. 19.

average

average

of

of

57

58

59

.t

an

an

yearly availabilitY

yearly availability

" 75( I0l ,6T5)=7 621 I acre inches .

"50(75,973)=379B7 acre inches.
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4"4 TECHIIIICAL COEFFICIENTS

Technical coefficients specify the relationship between resource use

and the activities of Ëhe objective function. They are equal to the

number of units of each resource required to produce a unil of a par-

ticular activity.

4.4.L Yields

The dryland yields used in this st.udy for wheat, barley, rapeseed,

sunflowers, and corn silage, and for each land class, are based upon the

Manitoba Crop Insurance coverage yields for the corresponding soil zones

in the risk area around Carberry (Appendix B Table 2).

The dryland yield for grain corn is based upon coverage for areas in

Ëhe province where grain corn is insurable. Potato and hay dryland

yields are esËimates that correspond closely to Ëhe median dryland

yields determined for the "Economic Analysis of Irrigation Invest-

*errt."60 In the model, these yíelds represent those obtainable under

dryland conditions on stubble land. Dryland yields of crops gro\¡in on

summerfal-low are increased 10 percent, based upon approxi-mate average

yield increases from Manitoba Crop Insurance Data, I970-1979 inclusive,

for the Carberry area.

The irrigated crop yields are estimated to closely approximate median

obtainable yields and correspond closely to the median yields determined

for the Economic Analysis of Irrigation Investment. Moisture deficit

for the purposes of this study is assumed to be the liniting factor af-

fecting dryland yields between different land types. Therefore, irri-

6o o.F. Kraft, R.M. Josephson, et a1.
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gated yields for types A, B and C land are the same"

If not irrigated, class C land is utilized as pasEure" The produc-

tivity of this pasture is measured in AUl"l and is influenced by the pro-

ductivity of the soil and the vegetative associations" For the purposes

of the model, the various land types occurring in C land were dÍvided

into t\,ro caËegories; native pasture and improved pasÈure. Productivity

of dif f erent land Eypes are based on the l.lanitoba Soil Survey. The

duned area of the Stoekton associates and the Miniota sand associate has

been considered as naLive "open bush" pasture with l-ow productivity.

The Assiníboine Complex is classed as follows: 50 percent native pasture

and 50 percent inproved pasture, with faír productivity. The rest of

the Miniota sand associate and the Marringhurst associate are classified

as improved pasture, buË poor, and low in producËivity.

Estimated AUI'Í ratings for both types of pasture are determined by in-

formation provided by Crown l,ands.61 A value of .7 AUI'Í is used in the

model as Èhe yield of one acre of naËive pasture. The yield of one acre

of irnproved pasture is I "6 AUM. This figure compares favourably with

the estirnated nat.ive pasture stocking raËes provided by the Saskatchewan

Department of Agriculture for black 
"oil "o.r.".62

61 _"^ Information provided by

62 St"kttchewan Departüent
ness }lanagement Section
culture, July, 1979.

Crov¿n Lands, Winnipeg, l'lanitoba.

of Agriculture, ttPasture Costsrtt Fano Busi-
Publication, Saskatchewan Department of Agri-
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4 "4 "2 Water Use

A knowledge of climaËe is of part.icular importance when considering

irrigation. Seasonal precipitation, temperature, wind conditions, and

humidity all have an influence on the amount of additional water re-

quired for optimal crop growÈh. Clinatic parameters, such as length of

growing season and heat units, affect the types of crops that can be

grown. Different crops have different moisture requírements.

Available precipit.ation daLa for the years 1942-79 inclusive was used

to deterrnine an average precipitation of i8.78 inches per year for the

aquifer area. 0f this total amount, I0.76 inches fal1s within the

months of I'Iay, June, July, and August, which is assumed to include the

growi-ng season for wheat, barley, grain corn, rapeseed, and silage corn.

Irrhen September's precipitation is included, an average of 12.55 inches

of precipitation falls during the period considered the growing season

for sunflor^rers, potatoes and hay.

Long-term precipitation averages can be misleading because any given

location can have a drier or \^retter month (or years) due to the random-

ness of scattered showers. However, because the analysis is concerned

\{ith a large area, it is assumed average precipitation is adequately es-

timated by the average of the levels recorded at Brandon and Portage 1a

Prairie. The aquifer area actually lies between these stations but sta-

Èions within Èhe aquifer area Ítse1f fail to provide sufficient data.

The actual water requirements of a crop gro\,ring under optinal condi-

Eions is called potential evapotranspiraËion. EvapotraspiraÈion (ET)

includes \,¡ater used up by the p1ant, water evaporated through the leaves

and fron the ground. The difference between potenLial evapoËranspira-
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tion and growing season rainfall, less the available moisture in the

soil at the beginning of the growing season, is the soil deficit" Opti-

ma1 irrigation practises for obtaining maximum crop yield would keep

this soil deficit value close to zero"

The growing season rainfall (GSR) is the amount of rainfall that

falls during the time in whích the crop is growing. irrhen detemining

i-rrigation requirements, however, not all precipitation can be consid-

ered to remain ín the soil. To convert average rainfall to 'reffective

rainfa11,'r a factor of .7 is used in this study Èo adjust for evapora-

tion and run-off 1o"""".63

The available moisture is the amount of water held Ín the soil be-

t\{een wilting point and field capacity. The wilting point. occurs when

no more moisture is avaj-lable to the plant. Field capacity is the maxi-

nuü anount of wat,er held in the soil- after excess \dater has been drained

away. As Ëhe moisture level moves closer to the wilËing point, it be-

comes more difficul-t for the plant to use this moisture. Readily avail--

able moisture (ne¡t) is usually considered to be 50 percent of the total

avaílable moisture and is the amount of water easily used by Lhe plant.

Avail-able moisture, and consequently readily available water, is most

dependent upon soil texture. The readily available r^rater for A land

(nainly loam) is deËernoined to be 2"2 inches per foot; B land (loa¡ny

sand to sandy loan), 1.3 inches per foot and C land (coarse sand Ëo

63 ,u": F. Penkava, "Irrigation and Drainager" Principles and Practises
of Conmercial Farming, Fifth Edition, hlinnipeg, Manitoba, 1977, p.
¡Og. fn reafity ttre effective rainfall will vary considerably, de-
pending on facEors such as soil type, slope, stage of crop growth,
and crop type.

64 ,. D. I,rIerner, "rrrigation Scheduling."
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sandy loaro), .9 ínches per foot.64

The rooting depth of plants determines how much water holding capaci-

ty the plant can make use of. Obvíous1y, deeper rooting plants have ac-

cess to greater amounts of stored moisture. Readily available water is

calculated on the basis of a rooting depth of two feet for wheat, bar-

ley, rapeseed and potaËoes; three feet for corn and sunflowers; and four

feet for hay.

Finally, the efficiency of irrigation application has Eo be consid-

ered. The efficiency factor accounts for water losses occurring in the

actual irrigation process. Efficiency decreases because of high winds

and high temperature, soils which are heavy or exËremely perrneable, and

where topography has steep slopes and is irregular. Irrigation r^rater

efficiency also varies between the differenC methods of application.

Sprinkler application is usually 75 percent to B5 percenË efficient.

Therefore Í/ater must be pumped in excess of actual consumptive require-

ments. In this model, to acknowledge some efficiency distinction be-

t\^/een class A, B and C 1and, efficiency coefficients of .85, .80 and

.75, respect.ively, are used" Ten percent of the applied water is as-

surned to be lost due to evaporation. The remaining water is assumed to

be reËurn flow to the aquifer. Therefore, the light, coarse C land has

a return flow rate of l5Z of the anount pumped, B land has a I0% return

flow rate, and heavier A land has return flow equal to 57" of the \rater

applied" Thus, the equation for return flow is:

Irr-CU-"10(Irr)=PP

Irr = irrigation \,/ater requirements (amount
pumped)

r^¡here:

CU = consuurptive use

(4 "4)
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.10(Ir¡)= IO% evaporation loss

RF = return flow

The total water used (ttre consumptive use plus the evaporation

loss) is considered to be the important value when determining model

solutions under quantity restrictions. Water availability limits are

set. equal Ëo total \./ater use limits. Likewise, taxation would be placed

on uniËs of total vrater used (versus units of water pumped).

The amount of irrigation \.rater that must be applied Eo rneet crop re-

quírements, for each land class, is derived from equation (4.5).

ET-.7(cSR)-RAM
Irr =

E

(4"s)

where:

Irr = irrigat,ion water requirements (inches)

ET = evapotranspiration of the crop

GSR = growing season rainfall

RAM = readily available moisËure

E = efficiency of irrigation

Table 6 (Appendix B) illustrates Ëhe coefficients used in deriving

irrigation requirements for the various crops gro\,Jn on the different

land types.

4"4"3 Fixed Costs

The fixed cost, or investment requirement, for irrigation is based

upon the findings of the "Economic Analysis of Irrigation Investment."

The basic investment cosÈ for irrigation is $523 per acre ¡vhich is the
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1979 replacement value for the various capital assets used by the 2I ir-

rigators surveyed" All investment figures are in 1979 dollars. Included

in this cost are: costs of well(s) and pipe, sprinkler system, pump and

notor, land leveling, and drainage; consulting fees; and miscellaneous

costs specified by the farmer"

Additional investment requirenents for irrigating class A and B land

are a consequence of obtaining higher yields under irrigation than under

dryland production. Fixed storage costs per unit of yield increase are

added onto the base cost, except in the case of hay. Additional storage

costs r^rere not included for irrigated hay because hay is assumed to be

either stored on the field or delivered directly to the market.

Additional investment requiremenÈs are included when growing eiËher

corn or potatoes on A and B land. It is assumed that growing these spe-

cialized crops wou1d require equipmenE not already on the farm. For

corn, a planter and eiËher a header or a harvestor would be required.

This would mean an added invesËment cost for corn of $36 per acre. For

potatoes the additional equiproent cost would be considerable, ç727 per

acre, allowing for the additional requirements of ro\¡r crop cultivators

and sprayers, harvestors and trucks.

Further additional investment costs are not included on A and B land

for two reasoris: (1) Farmers irrigating ot.her crops besides corn or po-

taloes \^rere assumed to have the necessary machinery and equipment- a

farmer would not have to purchase specÍalized equipmenÈ to plant and

harvest t,hese Erore comnon crops. (Z) Farmers irrigating \,rere assumed to

have machinery with the capaciÈy to handle increases in yield. The land

base of these farmers would not change with the decision to irrigate"
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Class C land investment requirements r,rere treated differentty. Be-

cause this land is not cropped under dryland conditions, the decision to

irrigate would require ner^/ storage facilities with the capacity to hold

the whole crop" As welI, investment in a complete complement of farm

equipment would be required because cropping the C land resource would

be an addition Ëo the land base already under crop in the area. rÈ is

assumed that existing equipment would be unable to handle this increased

requirement. These investment requirements are based on information ob-

tained from ËhettEconomic Analysis of Irrigation Investment.ttand LTere

determined to be $108 per cultivated acre. The additional machinery in-

vestment cosËs for corn and potatoes of $36 and $727, respectively, are

addiÈional to this value (Appendix B Table 5).

4.5 INCORPORATING VARIABLE WATER SUPPLY INTO THE BASIC MODEL

In order to obtain maximum benefit from the aquifer, development

should be allowed to take place such that the Frater available each year

is utilized as much as possible. Because of Ëhe fluctuating nature of

this supply, and in order to enable maximum usage, yearly r.rater use must

vary. IncorporaLed into the model are considerations for the event that

some irrigators will receive a lower prioriËy right, one which will not

guarantee the holder the right to use water every year, but only when

supply is adequate. If returns to irrigation are significant enough,

some irrigation development will take place under the understanding that

water will not be available every year. To simulate this situation, the

irrigation activities in the objective function of the basic model are

expanded into three sets" The first set is representative of the condÍ-
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i5tion where \^/ater use is assured 20 out of 20 years; the second set,

out of 20 years; and the third, 10 out of. 20 years.

Under the various 1eve1s of priority (the 20 out of 20 year permit

hol-der having the highest priority) the investment costs for a specific

crop are the sarne because farm equipment, storage facilities, pivot,

well, and pump have to be available, irregardless of the priority of a

parÈicular right.

Crops grown on A or B class land can be groi^m under irrigated or dry-

land conditions. Therefore, if water is only available either l5 out of

20 years or ten out of 20 years, the saûre crop can sËil1 be grown in

the years withouË irrigat,ion. For example, if a farmer intends to irri-

gate a crop of potatoes in accordance with cropping rot,ation this coming

season, and is then inforrned no \^rater is available, potatoes can still

be grown. On class C land only hay can be groffiì. without irrigation. It

is assumed that if no r^rater is available then the land is summerfallowed

in the "dryttyears. However, hay can be grown in these years, being

previously established during an irrigation period. The yield, of

course, is 1ess.

Variable costs for each crop for A and B

change in the model- based upon the following

20/20vc = 1.O(vcr )
i

=.75(VCI )
i

=.50(VCI )
i

land, and for hay on C land,

formulas:

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

rs / 20vc

ro / 20vc

+

+

.25(VCD )
i

"50(vcD )
i

wherez ZO/2OYC = variabl-e cost per acre of producing crop
i under conditions of. 20/20 year supply

i;
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rs / 20vc
Í

ro / 20vc

VCI
i

VCD =
i

I

= variable cost per acre for producing crop i;
under conditions of. L5/20 year supply

= variable cost per acre for producing crop i;
under conditions of. I0/20 year supply

variable cost per acre of producing crop i;
under irrigation

variable cost per acre of producing crop i;
under dryland production

Variable costs for each

substituting summerfallov/

cos ts .

crop on C land,

costs into Ëhe

except hay, are determined by

fonnulas, replacing dryland

These calculations result in a weighted variable cosf representing

the relative costs betr^reen crops, land types and leve1 of water availa-

bili ty.

I{ater use values also change due to the t'daytt years, based on a

weighting procedure similar to the one used for variable cosE, as do the

yields of t.he various crops under these alternative production activi-

ties. Table 7 (Appendix B) summarizes the resulting weighted coeffi-

cients for the varíous production activities.

4.6 SUMMARY

The linear prograraming model in Ëhis study determines the optimal

cropping alternatives for agriculËural production in the Carberry area,

recognizing the relationships beÈween Èhe costs and benefits of these

alternatives, subject Ëo the resource constraints imposed. The rnodel

analysis is confined to Ëhe area which is over-lying the Deltaic Sand

Aquifer. Cropping alternatives are restricted to eight roajor crops

grown in the area plus pasture"
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Price and cost coefficients and investment requirements are largely

obtained from Èhe "Economic Analysis of Irrigation Investmenttr done at

the UnÍversity of ManiËoba" Costs and prices are from 1979 and are ex-

pressed ín 1979 dollars. Various reference sources enabled judgement

to be made for the determination of technical coefficients, including

crop yields and crop water requireuents.

The study area is divíded into Ëhree land Ëypes, based primarily on

dryland productivity potentÍal. After considerations for forest re-

serves, dunes and other restrictions to arable agriculture, 93r000 acres

of A 1and, 79,000 acres of B land ar.d 271,000 acres of C land are as-

sumed suiÈable for field crop production. After accounting for irriga-

Èion rest,rictions, 79,000 acres of A 1and,60,000 acres of B land and

5I1000 acres of C land are regarded as írrigable.

Finally, since r{ater availabilíty varíes from year to year, three

separate sets of irrigation activities are incorporated inÈo the model-.

Irrigation occurs using water which is available either 20/20 years,

15/20 yearss or I0/20 years" The amounts determined to be available for

each set of act Ívi ties are: 88 r 587 acre inches f or 20 /20 year \¡/ater

availability, 101,615 acre inches for L5/20 year water avail-ability and

75,973 acre inches avaiÌable 10/20 years,



Chapter V

RESI]LTS AND ANALYSIS

In this chapter, the results obtained fron the Iinear programning

model are presented. For this study, six different versions of the same

basic model are used, two versions provide ttbenchmark" solutions and

four rrtreaËmentstr simulate alternative water allocation policies. Be-

tween each treatment, water resource limitations, \^rater-use activities

and l,rater availability 1eve1s are changed. The resultant effects on net

revenue, production levels, water use, value of lvater, and investment

requiremenËs are then evaluated and compared relative to each different

Èype of policy.

5"1 MODEL''TREAT}ßNT'' DESCRIPTIONS

The benchmark solutions to the basic rnodel establish the bounds be-

tween the extremes of allowing for no irrigation versus irrigation lim-

ited only by available 1and. The no-irrigation scenario allocates the

resources, subject to land, agronomic and r^rater constraints, into Èhe

activiEies contributing most to the objective funcEion which maximizes

net revenue for the area. 0n1y dryland production is permíssible under

this arrangement because the model sets the \^rater quantity available for

irrigation equal to zero.

lthen water is noE considered a constrained resource, resulting in

Ehe second benchmark soluÈion, the model efficiently allocates all re-

-66-
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tosources either between dryland or irrigated production, subject only

constraints regarding land and agronomic practises.

In Treatment j., water availability is limited to 88,587 acre inches,

the amount. previously detennined to be available virtually 20 out of 20

years" I^Iater in excess of this amount, due to higher than average rec-

harge from snowmelt, is regarded as unavaÍlable for appropriation since

its presence can not be guaranteed and no water right has precedence or

priviledge over another. This treatment simulates an appropriative type

system of quota allocation since the maximum amourit of water available

for appropriation is predetermined. Since the model allocates the water

efficiently to the use which contributes the most to net revenue, it is

simulating an event where the users of the resource have incentive to

use each unit of water to the besÈ advantage. A simil-ar result could be

arrived at by pricing \"/ater. ThÍs treatment is representative of regu-

lation which charges on the basis of vrater consumed.

When reallocation of water from a low value use to a higher value use

is prevented, or is somehow restricted, efficíency suffers. In Treat-

ment I, in an attempt to illustrate the effects of Èransfer re-

strictions, \{ater use (quotas) is limíted in a parËicular land class to

a portion of total availability (ee. r^¡ater initially al1ocaËed to A

65,t. percentages of recharge available for each land type \,/ere deter-
rnined to be 23.47"Á for A, 39.73"/" for B, and 36,79% for C, based on
the relaËive amounts of irrigable land for each area and the amount
of recharge expected for each area due to annual precipitation.
Therefore Ëhe Ì{aÈer rights are apportioned out among the areas as
follows:

A land
B land
C l-and

2079I acre inches
35196 acre i-nches
3259L acre inches
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Theseland can not be transferred to C land and

transferability constraints in the model serve to

restriction in quota transferability"

simulate, somewhat, a

However, the model is sti1l uninhibited from transferring viater (qrro-

tas) between farmers within a land class to achieve optimal allocation.

The restriction of such allocation can not be Íncorporated into the mod-

el because of the assumption of equal effieiency for each cropping ac-

tivity.66 Th"r"fore, the restriction between land classes is only an at-

tenpË to illustrate the inefficiency effects of non-transferable quotas.

Transferability is restricted in another \^ray. The right is simulated Ëo

be tied to a specific piece of l-and. An irrigator obtaj-ns the right to

a quanËiEy of water which must be used every year on the same field.

The transferability restrictions arDong land classes are removed to

obtain Treatment 2, which still maintains the quantity rest,riction equal

to the amount available 20 out of. 20 years. Now rights may be Eransfer-

red throughout Ëhe study area, between users wiËhin and between the dif-

ferent land classes. This treatment is representative of allowing for

the sale of quoras between users for use on a specific piece of land.

Quotas must be priced in order lo provide the incentive for this trans-

ferability Èo occur. The linear programming model optimally allocates

among users the available \^zater resulting in a similar allocaÈion as

would be provided by pricing and transferability of quotas. Again, the

66 A ,,rr*ber of Ëhe model assumptions resul-t in pre-deÈermined efficiency
1evels for each individual cropping activity. This is because
yields, costs of producËion and levels of individual crop waLer use
are all pre-set in the model. Efficient use of available water de-
pends solely on allocation among the different activiÈies. This re-
sult is crucial Èo the understanding of the rnodelling of transfera-
bility, as explained in this section.
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right is simul-aÈed to be tied to a specific piece of land (or pivot).

TreaËment 3 allows additional- water to be allocated on permits that

do not guarantee \^iater availability every year. Second and third level

priority rights are simulated whereby water is made available 15 out of

20 years and ten ouË of 20 years. Transferability between users within

and between land classes is allowed, the saue as for Treatment z.

Again, quotas rnust be priced to provide incentive for such transferabil-

ity and the right is specific to a particular piece of the right-hold-

er's land.

Finally, Treatment 4 is similar to Treatment 3, allowing for Ërans-

ferability of rights within and between land classes, and in addition,

transferability is allowed between an individual's fietds. The right is

not tied to a specific piece of land year-in, year-out, but can be

Ëransferred to another field (pÍvot) in subsequent years. Since this

Ëreatment represents the highest degree of transferability, it is most

representative of a market. Quotas must stil1 be priced to encourage

rights to be transferred among users, as represented by the model's op-

tiraal- allocation characteristic.

Table 5.1 illustraËes the major features of the benchnark and treat-

nent solutions.
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Tabl-e 5 " 1

Comparison of Model Treatments

=========================== =========

Treatment Treatment Characteristics
annual \^/ater
availability

(acre inches)

Benchmark 1 Dryland production,
no irrigation

Benchmark 2 Irrigated production,
unlimited \^¡ater

Treatment I Quantity resEriction,
non-transferability, one priority rights,
20/20 year supply

Treatment 2 Quantity resLriction,
restricted transferability, one priority
rights, 20/20 year supply

TreaEment 3 Quantity restrictions, restricted
transferability, variable priority
rights, 20/20, 15/20, 10/20 year supply

Treatment. 4 Quantity resËricËions, transferability,
variable priority rights,
20/20, 15/20, 10/20 year supply

0

unlimi ted

88,587 (20 /20)

88,587 (20 / 20)

8B ,587 (20 / 20)
r0r,615 (15/20)

7 5,973(r0 /20)

88,587 (20 / 20)
101,615(r5/20)

7 5 ,97 3(r0 /20)

5.2 NET R-EVENUE EFFECTS

5 "2.I Aggregate

I^lÍth no irrigation in the area, gross receipts are determined Èo to-

tal $39.4 nÍl-lion. This includes revenue from all crop and pasture pro-

duction (see Table 5"2). Subtracting expenses, including variable costs

and investment costs, results in net revenue of çI2.7 nillion. Under

extensive irrigation, wiËh no \.¡ater restrict.ions, gross receipts toLal
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$95"4 million, $56 roillion greater then when no water-use is allowed.

Additional capital costs and production costs result in net revenue of

$31 million, an increase of $I8.4 million over the dryland benchmark.

These Ëv/o benchmark solutions are not representative solutions since

sone irrigation development has already occurred and water availability

is indeed linited.

i{hen waËer use is restricted to a level assumed to be available every

year (Treatment I) and the supply is distributed among the aquifer area,

yet non-transferable between land classes, gross receipts increase to

ç43.2 million, $3.9 million over the dryland benchmark value. Net rev-

enue is $13.9 mi1lion, an increase of $1.25 rnillion over the dryland

benchrnark. By allowing the rights to be transferred between land class-

ês r Treatment 2 indicates gross receipt,s are no\^r ç44.4 million, $5.I

nillion greater than Ëhe dryland benchmark. NeË revenue is increased to

$14.0 million, $1.35 million over the dryland benchmark.

In Treatnent 3, the varying supply of vraËer is utílized by distribut-

ing prioriËy rights. Net revenue is increased by $2.0 million over the

dryland benchmark, to $14.7 million, after expenses from a gross income

of $48.6 rnillion" Finally, if a "market" featuring readily transferable

rights was set up for water (Treatment 4), gross revenue is $47.3 rnil-

1ion. Net revenue is $15.i million, an i-ncrease of $2.5 roillion for the

area versus the dryland benchmark"
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TABLE 5.2

Net Revenue Effects ($ million)

================== ==================

Benchmark
L2

Treatments
23

Gross Revenue 39.4
% Change From Benchmark

Net Revenue L2.7
Z Change From Benchmark

95.4
r42

3i.0
r44

43.2
10

13.9
9

44.4
13

14.0
IO

48 "6
23

14.7
16

47 "3
20

i5.i
19

5"3 LAND USE EFFECTS

5.3.1 Levels of Irrigated and Dryland Acreage

If an unlimited supply of water was available, all irrigable land

would be brought into irrigated production. Given the cost and revenue

relationshÍps specified in the model, all land, if irrigated, would con-

tribute more to net revenue than dryland production.

The only liniting resource to irrigation development, if \^iater is

available, is the amounÈ of land. With no \.vater restriction, dryland

crop is reduced from I47r9I3 acres Ëo 21r975 acres. The difference,

1251938 acres of land, becomes irrigated (see Table 5.3).

When water use is restricted to 20/20 year supply and is apportioned

to each fand class, irrigated acreage drops to 12,434 and there are

140,710 acres of dryland. If water rights are not apportioned to land

classes, but irrigation developrnent is al-lowed to tend towards C 1and,

total irrigated acreage falls to lIr09I acres because this land requires

more water per acre. Because A and B land have no irrigation, dryland

production increases to I47 1913 acres.
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l^IiËh a system of variable priority rights, the number of acres devel-

oped for irrigation (but noE necessarily irrigated each year) increases

to 35 1366; dryland acreage is 126,986. Irrigat.ion development increases

slightly with freer transferability of quotas; 36,273 acres. Dryland

production falls to 117rB23 acres because an extensive amount of irriga-

tion is replacing B land production.

TABLE 5.3

Levels of Dryland and lrrigated Acreage

Benchmark
t2

Treatment
23

DRYLAND ACRES

IRRIGATED ACRES

r47 ,913 2L ,97 5

0 190,095

140,710 t47,9L3

12 ,434 I l ,09 l

126,986

35,366

,823

,27 3

T17

36

5 "3 "2 Crop Types

Potatoes contribute the most to the objective of maximization of net

revenue for the area under either irrigated or dryland production. If

no irrigation is allowed in the area, the acreage of dryland potatoes is

at a maximum on both A and B lands, limited only by roLational re-

strÍctions and the amount of arable land available. All land fallowed

the previous year is cropped to potatoes because the marginal value

product is the largest for potatoes. Since summerfallow on A and B land

is resËricted to i6 per cent of the land in dryland crop, the acres of

polatoes grown on fallow equals 16 per cent of Èhe land in dryland crop,

for each solution. Grain corn provides the next largest contribuËion to
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the objective functÍon on dryland, per unit of the restricting resource,

and is the only other crop gro\,Jn on dryland in any of the solutions.

Grain corn, therefore, completes the four year dryland rotation, being

gro\.ln three years, followed by potatoes in the fourth year"

If irrigation is allowed, irrigated potato acreage is limited only by

the availability of water, irrigation land and crop roEational re-

strict.ions.6T IrrÍgated grain corn completes the rotation on irrigated

land. Land unsuitable to irrigation but arable, or irrígable land for

which no r^Iater remains, is cropped to dryland potatoes and dryland corn,

again subject to Land and rotational constraints. All faltorv land is in

potatoes. rn each land class, for eiLher irrigated or dryland acres,

there are three times as many acres in grain corn as there are acres Ín

potatoes, reflecting the roËational relationship.

Hay and silage corn are the next most attractive crops to gro\,r. That

is, under irrigation, after potatoes and grain corn, hay and silage corn

contribute the most to the objective function. Model results indicate

the "reduced costs" of the activiËies whÍch do not oceur as part of the

67 Crop production is not restricted due to demand constraints. Grain
corn has tremendous advantages as a feed ingredient for livestock and
poultry. Assuming thaË Canadian corn can maintain price competiËive-
ness with American corn, the demand is such that poÈential production
should fínd a market. Even with maximum development, the Carberry
area is significantly small to be only a fraction of Manitoba's pro-
duct ion.

As for potatoes, buyers have a high appreciaËion for Manitoba pro-
duction, which have characteristics desirable to food processors.
Currently the processing plant at Portage Ia Prairie has the capacity
Ëo double outpuÈ and Èherefore double acreage under contract. The
demand for Manitoba potatoes is firm. Potato production around Car-
berry, an area ideal for growing potatoes, is limited due to roEa-
tional- constraints on cropland. If water restrictions are also taken
inlo account, toËal possible production should be sold with no de-
crease in price.
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solution" An acËivity's reduced cost is the amount by which the returns

fro¡o t.hat particular activity will have to increase before it will enter

t.he solution set of activities (see Table 5.4). For example, irrigated

hay has a reduced cost on A land of $4.73 per acre. If the return from

growing an acre of irrigated hay on A land increases by this auount,

then irrigated hay is as attractive to grow as one of the activities al-

ready appearing in the soluLion, in this case, growing irrÍgated grain

corn" 0n a per ton basis, the price of hay has to increase by only

$.95, based on a yield of 5 tons per acre. Therefore, irrigated hay and

silage corn require prÍ-ce increases of only up to 3"/" and 6%, respective-

Ly, before being included in the rnodel solution. (The actual increase

is dependent on the land class.) Wheat and barley require price in-

creases of up to 16"/. and 14%, respectively, to be as economically at-

tractive as activities already in the sofuÈion. However, these crops

would be replacing the land currently in grain corn and therefore are

being compared relative to grain corn, not a high value crop like poËa-

toes. These crops are not subject to rotational constraints" Yet rape-

seed and sunflower production are subject to rotational resËricËions and

will tie up land Lhat could be used for poEatoes. Therefore, relaËive

to potatoes, rapeseed and sunflohTers provide a much l-ower contribution

to net. income under the prices in the model; price increases of 73"/. arLd

1227. for rapeseed and sunflowers are required before they will enter the

solut.i.on.
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TABLE 5"4

Reduced Costs (doIlars)

IRRIGATED
CROP

A LAND

Per per
acre unit*

B LAND C LAND

per per per per
acre unit acre unit

wheat 37.08
barley 23.46
rapeseed 187.93
sunflower 229.69
hay 4.73
silage corn

.74

.31
4. 1B

.1I
"95

36.07
22.62

17 7 .85
220 .7 3

5.s8
2.88

.72 32.rr .64

.30 19.94 .27
3.95 L29"5r 2.88
.ll r75.0i "09

I.L2
.16 r5.04 .84

============= ====================
* appropriately, either bushels, pounds or tons

5.3.3 Pricing of Land

If land is the limiting factor to irrígation development, assuming

water is unlimited, or there are restricted rights that limit irrigation

to a specific toEal area, a farmer would be willing to pay on an annual

basis, for the opportunity to irrigate an additional acre, up to the

marginal net revenue of that acre.

Given the assumptions and coefficients of the model, an additional

acre of A land available for irrigation would resulË in an increase to

the objectÍve function of $80.03. If this marginal net revenue could be

expected every year, and a real discount rate of five per cent is as-

sumed, then the capitalized value of A land is equal Ëo $1600, the

amount a farmer would be able Ëo pay ttextra" for an acre of A land if

the r{ater rights \,rere attached to the ownership of the land. The margi-

nal val-ue of an acre of B land avaÍlable for irrigation is $98.09; for
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C land, çI2I.29" Capitalized, water rights attached to the land would

mean an increase in the anount the farmer would be willing to pay for B

land of ç1962, and for C land , $2426. trrrhen land is the limiting factor

of production, or the water right is specífic Eo the land and is trans-

ferable with the land, the economic rent falls on the price of land.

5"4 CAPITAL EFFECTS

5.4.I OperaÈing Capital

In the benchmark solution with no irrigation and complete dryland

production, there is a total- operating expenditure of $21.8 rnillion,

which represenËs all variable production costs (see Table 5.5). These

expenditures are high relative to existing farm costs because the most

profitable crops determined by the solution are potatoes and corn, which

have higher input cosEs. These figures are used for benchmark purposes

to determine the additional operating capital requirements of irrigation

development that occur as the result of the different treatment assump-

tions "

Additional variabl-e production costs are not large if the main thrust

of irrigation development occurs on land previously in the same dryland

crop" This land would receive fertilizer, cultivations and other opera-

tions if left in dryland production. The irrigated land is replacing a

similar dryland rotation, save the irrigated land which is not required

to be in summerfallow.

Treatment I forces development throughout Ëhe area on all land types.

l"lost of the farms are irrigating land previously in dryland crop and

Ëherefore variable cost increases by only $i.i million over the dryland
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benchmark, to ç22"9 mil1ion" Therefore operating capital increases by

fÍve per cent over the dryland benchmark value.

Treatment 2 allows for all development to occur on C land which pre-

viously r^ras not in dryland crop. For the same \,iater utilization as

Treatment 1, variable costs now increase by $1"8 million to $23.6 mil-

lion (BZ).68

Variabl-e costs for Treatment 3 increase by ç7.2 million (I2"/") over

the dryland benchmark because the same level of irrigated corn and pota-

toes occurs on C land as in TreaEment 2, plus there are additional input

costs from irrigaÈing additional acres on B land.

Variable costs decrease from Treatment 3 to Treatment 4, to ç23.4

rnillíon (7"/"), because fewer acres of C land are irrigated. In fact, this

treatment has the lowest utilization of C land.

TABLE 5.5

0perating Capital ($ million)

Benchrnark
I2

Treatment
ôa
¿J

Variable Cost

% Change From Benchrnark

21.8 6r .5 22.9

5

23.6

8

24.5 23.4

127

Throughout Èhe discussion,
benchmark sol-ution are shown

percentage increases
in brackets.

6B over the dryland
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5.4"2 Fixed Capital

Capital investment equals $30"9 million if no irrigation takes place,

representing the additional investment requirement for following a pota-

to and corn rotation (Table 5"6). This value increases to $40.6 million

if water rights are allocated under one priority, among the different

l-and classes (Treatrnent I). This is an additional g9.7 rnillion direcrly

at.tributed to irrigation development. If development is allowed to tend

Èo C land, additional investment requirement is greater due to the addi-

tion to land under crop, requiring equiprnent not presently avail-able

(TreatmenE 2) " This additional requirement for C land development is $2

million, resulting in $11.7 million of investment as a direct result of

irrigation development, or a total investment requirement of. $42.6 mil-

lion.

hlhen variable priority righÈs are considered, invesËment increases

substanÈialIy due to the large increase in land set up for írrigation,

to a total investment of $58.5 rnillion. This is g2B mil-lion of invesr-

ment directly attribuËed to irrigation development.

Investment requireuents decrease from Treatment 3, if transferabÍ1i-

ty of rights is arlowed between fields as well, Ëo 955.3 million. This

is because less C land is irrigated and therefore less additional ma-

chinery investment is required.
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TABLE 5.6

Investment Requirements ($ million)

==================================== ====== =================
Benchmark
L2

Treatment
23

Capital Investment

Z Change From Benchrnark

30.9 L7 4"6 40.6

46s 31

42.6

38

58.5

89

55 .3

79

5.5 I,JATER USE EFFECTS

If water is unlimited, as in Benchmark 2, irrigation develops to

Èhe point qlhere irrigable land becomes the lirniting factor and l,3l1,l8I

acre inches of water are used per year. This auount is almost fifteen

times greater than that which has been estimated in the study to be

available each year. In all the solutions, where water is restricted to

an esÈimated availability, it becomes the limiting resource.

5.5.I l,Jater Pricing

The highest ruarginal net return to an acre inch of \^7ater available

every year occurs on C land, $15.19 (taUle 5.7). The marginal value of

an acre inch on B l-and is $13.42. These varying marginal values indi-

cate an additional increase to net revenue will be obtaíned if i{ater

rights are allowed to be transferable between al-I regions within the

aquifer area. Then, all water would tend to be used on C 1and.

The highest marginal net return Èo an acre inch available 15/20

years, if it is not transferable between fields, is $9,04 on B land. If
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tohrater is only available I0/20 years, an acre inch contributes $"31

the objective function.

If a right is made more easil-y transferable, the marginal value of an

acre inch of. 15/20 year supply would increase to gt0"9l on B land. The

L0/20 year supply would have an marginal value per acre inch of $7.4S.

TABLE 5.7

Water Prices ($ per acre inch)

r&2,3 ,4
Treatment

3

q/aÈer availability .
15/20 r0/20 rs/20 r0/2020/20

A Land

B Land

C Land

13.42

i5"19

9.04 .31 10.9r 7.48

5"6 INSTITUTIONAL II'ÍPLICATIONS OF THE FOUR TREATI'ÍENTS

The institutional requirements to actually implement regulation with

Ëhe characteristics of the four ÈreaÈments are fairly extensive, partic-

ularly because of the model's inherent characteristic of allocating re-

sources to the most efficient activities" The "costs" of the different

externally imposed constraints of each treatment are indicated by the

difference in the treatmenE soluÈions" There is no inefficient alloca-

tion, save those cosËs caused by the constraints imposed in each treat-

ment.
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is the most similar to the present institutional

arrangement in l"lanitoba, although wíth some major differences" Alloca-

tion is based upon quantit.y restrictions (quotas)" Although of varying

priorÍty, quotas in Manitoba are treated as if Ëhey are a single priori-

tY, and will be until water shortages or externality effects develop.

Then, priority considerations are assumed to be enforceable.

However, for quoËa regulation in the province to be effective, there

must be enforcement of the requirement, to use only Èhe amount a11ocat,ed,

and to be a licensed user in the first place. Such enforcement, possi-

ble under existing legislation, is the first step in improving groundwa-

ter controL in the area. The aggregate quanÈity restriction in the

trealmenË is intended roainly to minimize externality effects, effects

which currently are not a major concern in }fanitoba. Then, the monitor-

ing of actual \.Iater use will provide information on how the aquifer is

affected by the pumping.

Considerations of external effects, which are not represented Ín the

model, will have Ëo be handled by a board set up for the administration

of the waEer rights and the adjudication of such concerns.

Precedence of purpose categories must stil1 be maintained. Since

Manitoba water right quotas are non-transferable, therefore unpriced,

Ëhere is no considerations for ensuring water is allocated to the mosÈ

beneficial- use. However, TreaEment I has considerations for allocation

to the most beneficial use, a characteristic of the maximizatÍon nature

of the linear prograuming raodel. To achieve similar allocation in the

province, with non-transferabl-e quotas, a per unit tax on water use

could be charged. Although not, Ëhe objective of the tax, it may be suf-

ficient to cover or offseÈ the cosË of water adrninistration in the area.
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The tax need not linit development. (whlch can be accomplished by the

quoÈas), buË should be sufficient to discourage the wasteful use of wa-

ter. If water use is monitored to control water right priviledges, then

Èhis information can also be used for taxation purposes.

A further comment on the aspect of non-transferability is appropriate

here. Since irrigatÍ-on development requires a large fixed investment,

any att,empt by an irrigator to selI his irrigated land and equipment

would have to include consideraËion for transfer of the water right to

the subsequent ovner. Otherwise, the seller witl- suffer a loss if he is

only able to obtain salvage val-ue for the equipment, and if the well be-

comes useless. Non-Èransferability hardly seems practical. Currently

there is no concern, the ner¡r users typically apply for a right and begin

punping whether the applÍcation is approved or not. However, when

rights are enforced, this aspect of the right will become a major con-

cern.

A loca1 administrative board is suggested to implement these exten-

sive regulatory requirements in the Carberry area. Such extensive regu-

lation will be necessary because of the indicated impending widespread

development.

Treatment 2 requires the same need for monitoring and enforcement of

Èhe regulations. I^lith transferability, a quota price determined by the

buyer and seller, instead of a per unit or per quota tax, will provide

the incentive lo transfer" An authoritative board woul-d be necessary to

facilitate the rrauctioning process" and for considerations of externali-

ty effects. Allocation could be subject to the requirement that water

use be commenced within a time limiÈ, say Ëhree years, or the right
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inwould be rescinded. Therefore Ëhe requirement for actual investpent

irrigation would discourage speculators.

The siroplest arlocation rnay involve one priority rights, with no one

right having privilege over another, yet this will limit the quantity of

v/ater allocated to a small portion of the average availability. As the

aquifer is monitored in the developmental stages, the obtainrnent of ade-

quate hydrological dara will enabre righrs with varying prioriry to be

distributed (Treatment 3). DistributÍng righËs with varying prioriÈy of

use should be considered as Ëhe val-ue of \^rater increases and therefore

a demand is created for a right which does not guarantee $rater use

every year. Hydrological information will have to be adequate enough to

determine the amount of \^¡ater available each spring. Lower priority

right holders must be informed as to Èhe amount of water they will be

alLowed to pump, before planting decisions are completed.

Treatment 4, no restriction on transferability, Ís similarly imple-

mented. The \^Iater right must have the appropriate conditions of Ërans-

ferability as an element of its specification.
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6 " I SI]MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF THE RESIILTS

6. f .1 Suromary of the Study

Parameters determined for Ehis study indicated that the groundwater

resource in Ëhe Carberry area will become a limiting factor of produc-

tion and regulation for Lhe allocation of the groundwater wil-l become

neces sary.

A najor objective of Èhe study was to consider the theoretical rea-

soning for the impending resource allocation problem and the alternative

pragmatic solutions. Groundwater is a common property resource. The

fact thaÈ users have no regard for the future value of the \,rater results

in inefficiency of use. As wel1, there is no incentive to consider ex-

ternal effects, a result of the open accessability of the resource.

Both of these condi-tions fead to a level of use that is greater than is

desirable from an economic efficiency standpoint.

Quotas serve to make Èhe water excludable; ü/ater is then accessable

to permiÈ holders only. Unless the level is restricted to that \^/hich

keeps externality effects close to zero, or aË least minimal, then such

-85-
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effects will have to be taken into account by means other than through

the market" As the value of the resource increases, non-transferable

quotas fail to provide adequate consideration for efficiency aspects of

vrater aLlocation.69

A price could be charged per unit of water used. This tax would en-

courage more efficient use of the water but would rnost likely have to be

in conjuncËion wich an upper linit quantity restriction. The determina-

tion of an exact t.ax with the intent of restricting quantity is diffi-

cu1t" The required tax would also fluctuate depending on price/cost re-

lationships and other factors.

A combination of pricing, transferability and quotas could result in

the most efficient forn of \,rater allocation, being close to a market

situation" Consideration of third party effects can be accomplÍshed

through the level of quotas imposed as well as by a regulating board

Ëhat works in conjunction wit,h the quota allocations"

The study investigated four Treatments of water allocation incorpo-

rating these different arrangements. Taxation alone r¡ras not exauÍned

due to the suggested infeasibility of determining the appropriat.e level

of tax.

Treatment 1 represented a system of quotas, with an atte¡lpt to simu-

late the situation where there is no transferability. There was consid-

eration for economic efficiency, subject to the constraints, due to the

opÈirnizing nature of the linear program. Therefore, the treatment simu-

lated a price, or tax, whereby the irrigator is encouraged to use the

69 Ir, ahr" study's analysis, when water became a

transferability of use hTas restricted between
enue was constrained by $100r000.

limiting resource, and
land classes, net rev-
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waLer prudently.

Treatment 2 allowed for greater

a price on the quotas. This price

quota to a more efficient user.

transferability and sÍmulated having

provided the incentive to transfer a

Treatment 3 was similar to Treatment 2 but considered priority rights

to enable utilization of r^Iater which can not be guaranteed every year.

Due to t.he fluctuating nature of the supply, priority rights were neces-

sary to enable greater utilization of the available varyÍng supply.

This Èreatment was representative of transferable quotas between users,

subject to incentive provided through pricíng.

Treatment 4 allowed for transferability between users and within an

individual irrigation enterprise, from one field to another, which ena-

bled a greater on-farm efficiency of use. The quota r^/as mosc easily

transferred under this scenario and therefore more closely approximated

a market.

6.I.2 Conclusíons of ResulÈs

As regulaËion became more rigorous, net income for the area in-

creased. Between the simplist quota system and the more compl-ex market-

type system, net revenue due to irrigation increased by 1002, from $1.25

million to $2.5 million. 0f this increase, $i00,000 Gf.¡ could be ar-

tributed to allowing for transferability between land classes, $650,000

(52"/") to the establishment of priority rights, and $500,000 (4OZ) Ëo al-

lowing rights to be readily transferable, within and between different

irrigated fields.
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Snall gains, therefore, would be achieved by lirniting developmenË to

the area of the low dryland productivity around Shilo. The quotas would

Ëend towards this atea if transferabÍlity beÈween users is allowed.

Larger gaíns resulted fron distributing rights with varying priority to

enable greater utilization of available \^/ater. Also, if rights are tÍed

to a specific piece of land, even if stil1 Ëransferable between users,

net revenue is significantly constrained.

The nodel solutions indicaEed that all irrigable land provided a con-

tribution to the objective function if water can be guaranteed each

year. However, when lower priority rights are considered, their highest

contribution occurs on Èhe moderately productive land, the Stockton fine

sandy loams and Èhe Firdale associations. The required large investment

for the 1ow productivity Miniota sand area, and because of the ]imited

dryland alternatives to irrigation, results ín irrigation being unar-

tractive if water availability each year is not given a high priority.

However, greater gains are to be nade by irrigating moderately produc-

Èive land versus the highly productive Wellwood and Glenboro clay loaus

because the yield response to additiona] water is greater.

Therefore, if water rights are allowed to be transferred between are-

âsr high priority rights will tend to the Shilo area of the aquifer in

the Miniota sands" Lower priorit.y rights wÍ11 tend to the moderately

productive land around Carberry and the central north eastern area of

the aquifer.

Under the assumptions of the study, including 1979 cost/return rela-

Ëionships, the only crops j.ncluded in the model solutions are poratoes

and grain corn. However, the net reÈurns of hay and silage corn rrTere
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only slightly less Èhan grain corn. 0n1y roinimal changes in their pric-

es relative to grai-n corn could result in theÍr Ínclusion in the solu-

tions" If any market constraints, climatic limitations or any reluc-

tance by farmers to grow corn r^rere considered, hay and silage corn would

replace a portion of the grain corn acreage. Any agronornic limitations

to gro\,r grain corn continuously, or even three years out of four, would

also encourage other crops Ëo occur in the rotation.

kheat and barley required price increases of up to L6"/" and 14% to be

as attractive as grain corn in the rotation. Therefore, these crops

would be grown in place of grain corn, at least in one or two years of

the roLation, when considerations oÈher than economic are taken into ac-

count, or if these prices increase relative to grain corn.

Rapeseed and sunflo\Àrers were included with potatoes in the rotational

constraint. Therefore, they will not be included in the solutions unËil

they become more financially aÈtractive Ëhan potatoes, and potatoes are

very at.Eractive under irrigation. It is interesting to note, as long as

a high value crop such as potatoes is included in the rotation, the type

of cereal or other crop in the rotation is not as inportant. rt is a

higher value crop, like potaËoes, that makes irrigatíon development ap-

pear so financial-ly attractive in this model, not the grain cornû

Capital invest.ment requirements were greatly affected by the amount

of low productivity MinioÈa sands brought under irrigated production.

This was because of the assumed additional requirements for a complement

of farm machinery and additional storage capacity for the entire crop.

rnvestment also was greatly increased by allowing for priority rights,

since this allows for a much larger level of devel_opment.
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A simple evaluation of the efficiency of use of capital is the Capi-

tal Turnover Percentage; gross profit over total capital investment.

All percentages, for each treatmenÈ, are quite high; 40"/", 44"/", 32"Á and

32"Á, respectively" These percentages are understandable since, under

the system of priority rights, some pivots wÍIl be sitting idle at vari-

ous Èimes due to the varying availabiliËy of wat.er. Although iÈ rnay be

argued that this simple evaluation provides little additional informa-

tion, these percentages indicate t.he Bost efficient use of capital is

when all development occurs in the Miniota sand area and water use is

linited to the anount that is available every year. rf this is the ob-

jective of the management, then development should be restricted to this

area, and Èo this quantity of use.

6.2 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The l-imitaËions of this study are largely a consequence of weaknesses

inherent in using linear programming to model a real r¡orld problem, or

because of the simplifying assumptions intended on making the analysis

more manageable"

I{hile the linear programming model is useful for this analysis, a

linear program allocates resources strictly on the basis of maxiruization

(or minimization) of the objecEive function. By using this nodel, the

researcher must assuloe that maximization of net income is the objective

of all producers in the area. Actually, ot.her factors influence a pro-

ducer's allocation decisions, such as consideration of risk and uncer-

tainty "
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All of the decisions and allocations in the model are based upon 1979

cost and price relationships" This assumes these values adequately in-

fluence the levels of activities in the model solutions. Because of Ëhe

static nature of this model, t.here is no consideration for changes in

these relationships over time. For example, with regard to the prices

of output, this program is very sensitive.

A number of assumptions with the purpose of siruplifying the analysis

do so aË the expense of model authenticity. For instance, the model has

pre-determined efficiency levels for all cropping in each land type and

for each crop Ëype, either dryland or irrÍgated. All crop yields are

the same for each acre in a particular land type, as are the costs of

production" Moisture is assumed to be the limiting factor to crop pro-

duction, therefore irrigated yields are the same for all the land types.

As we1l, the model has no consideration for increased pumping costs

as the amount of \{aËer pumped is increased. No consequences of exter-

nality effects can be assumed.

An irrigaËor's response to a reduction in \,Jater availability is very

limited. In fact, water use can be reduced only by changing the crop-

ping, irrigating a different land type or by reducing the acreage under

irrigaÈion. Thereforer you either irrigaËe the total requirement or you

do not" A more realistic alt.ernative response would be Eo reduce the

anount applied in a particular crop. Considerations of the affect of

such action on yield could be included in the model by incorporating a

production function for crop response to water. Other simplifying as-

sumpLions also impinge upon the model's ability to give an accurate de-

piction of the actual problem. The study, therefore, is unable to pro-
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vide adequate estimates of economic impacts of the various allocative

policies under exauination. However, the study is useful in providing

indications and insighË into how dÍfferent policies will tend to influ-

ence the nature of development and the effects upon efficiency of water

through more rigorous regulation.

6"3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTIIER

The suggestions given here

tive research results to this

effects that would take p1ace.

RESEARCI1

provide dírecEion in achieving quantita-

problem which more closely approximate the

Fírst, mÍnimum and maximum limitaÈions for the acreage of all crops

should be included in the model. These should be representative of nan-

agerial restrictions and would acknowledge the fact that cropping pat-

Ëerns are not only comprised of crops that contribute t.he most Eo net

income. These restrictions should reflect the rate of adoption of new

technology.

Similarly, a farmer's risk adversion should be taken into account.

Some judgement is required concerning a required investment return be-

fore development occurs.

Higher \¡rater procurement costs because of a lower water Ëab1e, as a

result of increased development, should also be included in a subsequent

analysis. Such consideralions would result in a possible evaluation of

alternative policy iroplications on external effects.

Inclusion of production functions for crop response Èo water would

enable consideration of applying lesser amounts of water to an acre of

irrigat,ed crop, as a realj-stic reaction to v¡ater quantity restrÍctions.
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This rnay require initial research into the developmenË of adequate pro-

duction functions for the crops typically gro\,in in the Carberry area and

under sinilar conditions"

Finally, this study addresses only efficiency effects, without any

regard for equity effecËs between the different resource users" Equity

aspects must be considered by policy makers as the alternative policies

will irnpinge more or less upon particular individual-s or groups in soci-

ety.
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TABLE A.1

Description of Activities

================== ====== === === === ====== ===== ==== === ====== ======:=

Activity Code Description of Activity
Number Name

Uni t

Selling
I
2
J

4
5

6
7

B

9

Activities:
þIS wheaË, produced and sold
BS barley, produced and sold
GCS grain corn, produced and sold
RS rape, produced and sold
SS sunflowers, produced and sold
PS potatoes, produced and sold
HS hay, produced and sold
SCS silage corn, produced and sold
PCC pasÈure yie1d, produced and sold

bushels
bushels
bushels
bushels
pounds
c\,Jt .
t ons
t ons
A"U.l.{"

Producing Activities:
10
1t
12
13
t4
i5
r6
I7
1B

19
20
2T
22
23
24
25
26
27
2B
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
3/
38
39
40

II.IA20 irrigated
IBA20 irrigated
IGCA2O irrigated
IRA20 irrigated
ISA20 irrigated
IPA20 irrigated
IHA20 irrigated
ISCA20 irrigated
IIIIAI5 i rriga ted
IBA15 irrigated
IGCA15 irrigated
IRA15 irrigated
ISAl5 irrigated
IPAI5 irrigated
IHAI5 irrigated
ISCAI5 irrigated
IWA10 irrigated
IBA10 irrigated
IGCAI0 irrÍgated
IRA10 irrigated
ISAI0 irrigated
IPAI0 irrigated
IHAL0 irrigated
ISCAl0 irrigated
II.IB20 irrigated
IB820 irrigated
IGCB20 irrigated
IRB20 irrigated
IS820 irrigated
IPB20 irrigated
IH320 irrigaÈed

wheat, A 1and, 20/20 year supply acre
barley, A 1and, 20/20 year supply acre
grain corn, A land, 20/20 year supply acre
rape, A 1and, 20/20 year supply acre
sunflowers, A land, 20/20 year supply acre
potatoes, A 1and, 20/20 year supply acre
hay, A 1and, 20/20 year supply acre
silage corn, A land, 20/20 year supply acre
wheat, A 1and, 15/20 year supply acre
barley, A 1and, 15/20 year supply acre
grain corn, a land, 15/20 year supply acre
rape, A land, 15/20 year supply acre
sunflowers, A land, 15/20 year supply acre
potatoes, A 1and, 15/20 year supply acre
hay, A land, 15/20 year supply acre
silage corn, A land, 15/20 year supply acre
wheat, A land, 10/20 year supply acre
barley, A 1and, 10/20 year supply acre
grain corn, A land, 10/20 year supply acre
rape, A 1and, 10/20 year supply acre
sunflorvers, A land, IO/20 year supply acre
potatoes, A land, 10/20 year supply acre
hay, A land, 10/20 year supply acre
silage corn, A land, 10/20 year supply acre
wheat, B 1and, 20/20 year supply acre
barley, B land, 20/20 year supply acre
grai-n corn, B land, 20/20 year supply acre
rape, B land, 20/20 year supply acre
sunflowers, B Iand, 20/20 year supply acre
potatoes, B 1and, 20/20 year supply acre
hay, B land, 20/20 year supply acre
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4T
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
6r
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
7I
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
8l
82
B3
B4
B5
86
B7
8B

89
90
91

ISCB2O
IKIB 15
]BBT 5
IGCBl 5
IRBI 5
ISBI5
IPBI5
IHBl5
ISCBl 5
II^JBl O

IBBlO
IGCBl O

IRBlO
ISBIO
IPBlO
IHBlO
ISCBlO
II^rC20
TBC2O
IGCC2O
IRC2O
ISC2O
TPC2O
IHC2O
ISCC2O
II^IC I 5
IBCl5
IGCCi 5

IRCI5
ISCl 5
IPCI5
IHCl5
ISCCI 5

IIIIC I0
IBClO
IGCClO
IRCl O

ICBIO
IPClO
IHCIO
ISCClO
Dl^lAF

DWAS

DBAF
DBAS

DGCAF
DGCAS

DRAF
DRAS

DSAF
DSAS

TABLE A" l- continued

irrigated silage corn, B land, 20/20 year supply
irrigated wheat, B 1and, 15/20 year supply
irrigated barley, B land, 15/20 year supply
irrigated grain corn, B land, 15/20 year supply
irri-gated rape, B land, 15/20 year supply
irrigated sunflowers, B land, 15/20 year supply
irrigated poÈatoes, B 1and, 15/20 year supply
irrigated hay, B 1and, L5/20 year supply
irrigated silage corn, B 1and, 15/20 year supply
irrigated wheat, B land, L0/20 year supply
irrigated barley, B land, l0/20 year supply
irrigated grain corn, B land, 10/20 year supply
Írrigated rape, B land, 10/20 year supply
irrigated sunflowers, B land, IO/20 year supply
irrigated potatoes, B land, I0/20 year supply
irrígated hay, B 1and, L0/20 year supply
irrigated silage corn, B land, IO/20 year supply
irrigated wheat, C Iand, 20/20 year supply
irrigated barley, C land, 20/20 year supply
irrigated grain corn, C land, 20/20 year supply
irrigated rape, C l-and, 20/20 year supply
irrigated sunflowers, C land, 20/20 year supply
irrigated potatoes, C land, 20/20 year supply
irrigated hay, C land, 20/20 year supply
irrigated silage corn, C land, 20/20 year supply
irrigated wheat, C land, 15/20 year supply
irrigated barley, C 1and, L5/20 year supply
irrigated grain corn, C land, 15/20 year supply
irrigated rape, C land, 15/20 year supply
irrigated sunflowers, C land, L5/20 year supply
irrigated potatoes, C land, 15/20 year supply
irrigated hay, C land, 15/20 year supply
irrigated silage corn, C land, L5/20 year supply
irrigated wheat, C land, 10/20 year supply
irrigated barley, C land, l0/20 year supply
irrigated grain corn, C land, L0/20 year supply
irrigated rape, C 1and, LO/20 year supply
irrigated sunflowers, C land, I0/20 year supply
irrigated potatoes, C land, I0/20 year supply
irrigated hay, C land, l0/20 year supply
irrigated silage corn, C land, 10/20 year supply
dryland wheat, A 1and, fallow crop
dryland wheat, A land, stubble crop
dryland barley, A land, fallow crop
dryland barley, A land, stubble crop
dryland grain corn, A land, fallow erop
dryland grain corn, A land, stubble crop
dryland rape, A land, fallow crop
dryland rape, Ä land, stubble crop
dryland sunflowers, A land, fallow crop
dryland sunflowers, A land, stubble crop

acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
a cre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acïe
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
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93
94
95
96
97
9B
99

100
r01
i02
i03
104
105
r06
r07
108
109
110
1I1
TT2
1r3
IL4
115

TABLE 4.1- continued

DPAF dryland potatoes, A land, fallow crop
DPAS dryland potatoes, A 1and, stubble crop
DHA dryland hay, A land
DSCAF dryland silage corn, A land, fallow crop
DSCAS dryland silage corn, A land, stubble crop
DI^IBF dryland wheat, B land, fallow crop
DWBS dryland wheat, B 1and, stubble crop
DBBF dryland barley, B 1and, fallow crop
DBBS dryland barley, B land, stubble crop
DGCBF dryland grain corn, B land, fallow crop
DGCBS dryland grain corn, B land, stubble crop
DRBF dryland rape, B land, fallow crop
DRBS dryland rape, B land, stubble crop
DSBF dryland sunflowers, B 1and, fallow erop
DSBS dryland sunflowers, B 1and, stubble crop
DPBF dryland potaEoes, B land, fa11ow crop
DPBS dryland potatoes, B land, stubble crop
DHB dryland hay, B land
DSCBF dryland silage corn, B l-and, fa1low crop
DSCBS dryland silage corn, B land, stubble crop
PASTC dryland native pasture, C land

PASTCII'ÍP dryland i-mproved pasture, C land
SA summerfallow, A land
SB summerfallow, B land

100

acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acle
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre
acre

dollars
acre-inch
acre-inch
acre-inch
acre-inch

Resource Purchasing Activities
116 CAP capital investmenË due to irrigation and

speci-a1 crops
AIP amounË of water punped
AIC20 amount of waËer consumed- 20/20 year supply
AICI5 amount of water consumed- 15/20 year supply
AICIO amount of water consumed- I0/20 year supply

IT7
118
r19
r20
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TABLE A.2

Description of Constraints

================= ===== ==== =

Cons traint
Number

Description Type of Right-Hand Unir
Constraint Side

I
2
3
4
5

6

7

B

9

i0
11
I2
13
T4
15
16
I7
18
19
20
2I
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

30

arable A cropland
arable B cropland
arable C cropland
maximum irrÍgated A land
maximum irrigated B land
maximum irrigated C land
fallow cropped A land
falLow cropped B land
summerfallowed A land
summerfallowed B land
wheat yield
barley yield
grain corn yield
rape yield
sunflower yield
potato yield
hay yield
silage corn yield
pasture yield
rotational restriction, irr. A land
rotaÈional restriction, irr. B land
rotational- restriction, irr. C land
rotational restriction, dry A land
rotational restriction, dry B land
irrigation vrater pumped
irrigation r^rater use- 20/20 consump.
irrigation r^rater use- I5/20 consuup.
irrigation v/ater use- 10/20 consump.
additional investment due to irrigaËion

and specialty crops
maxiruum improved pasture

E

L
N0BJFUNC maximize net revenue

E

E

E

L
L
L
E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

L
L
L
L
L
E

L
L
L

9258I acre
78998 acre

270972 acre
78694 acre
60448 acre
50952 acre
I4813 acre
12640 acre
I5L97 acre
23452 acre

0 bushel
0 bushel
0 bushel
0 bushel
0 pound
0 bushel
0 bushel
0 ton
O A.U.M.
0 acre
0 acre
0 acre
0 acre
0 acre
0 ac.-in

88587 ac.-in
762II ac.-in
37987 ac.-in

0 do11ar
0 acre

do1lar
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TABLE B. I

Model Land Invenrory (acres)

Association ToÈaI
or -A,cres ForresÈ

AssociaEe Reseroe

Deduc È ions
Dunes l'larsh Sole-

neEz ic

Net Gross Net
ArabIe Irrigable Irrigable

Gros s
Arable

A LAND:
Hellwood 96573
Glenboro 3368
Carroll 232

sub-tocal l}0l72

B LAND:
S È ock! on
Fine S.Loan 93488
Firdale
Clay Loarn 376
Fi rdale
Loarn 2208
Assiniboine 13352

sub-tot.aI 109424

C LAND¡
ìfiniora S. 86784
llarring. 2432
Stockton
L.Sand 390800
Miniora S. 4968
Stockton
Fine S.L. 1520
Assiniboine I3352

sub-ro!al 499856

NON.AGRICULTURAL :
Eroded slopes II92
Marsh 35217
sub-rora1 36409

89323 7 5924
3043 2586
216 184

92582 78694

2I600 1520

tie :

r9792 4968

183568 207232
- 4936

- 1520
r28

4t
24240
24282

496 94046
- 3272
- 232

99550

- 691 36

- 376

- 2208
- 13224

84944

89323
3043
2r6

92581

64296

350

2 053
t2298
78998

57 682
2262

1927 26
4590

L4t4
12298

27 0972

32
96

r232 6429 6

350

57 682
2262

:
59944

5465r

298

49C30
1922

:
50952

320 272
6t49 5227

7i115 60448

62024
2432

207 232
4936

t 520
13224

29i368

TOTA], AREA 739374 249s30 475862 442s51 223640 r90094
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TABLE 8.2

Crop Yields (per acre)

========= ========= =================

DRYLAND YIELDS
Stubble Fallow

IRRIGATED YIELDS

CROP

Land Class. ...
ABCABC

wheat (bus. ) 27 "45 25.32
barley (bus. ) 39.20 34.98
graÍn corn (bus.) 55.41 53.29
rape (bus. ) 18.31 16.49
sunflowers (Ibs.) 881.84 784.84
potato (cwt. ) tSO I25
hay (tons) 2.00 1"75
silage corn (tons) 8.00 6.40

30.20
43.L2
60.95
20.19

970.02
r65

I .80

27 .85
38 .48
58.62
r8. r4

863.32
r37 .5

7 .Os

-505050
75 75 75

100 r00 100
-454545

2000 2000 2000
- 250 250 2s0
-555

18 18 lB

Ímproved pasture (AUM): 8.0
native pasture (eUlt): 3.5

TABLE 8.3

Price Coefficients of Output (dollars)

CROP PRICE

wheat (bus. )
barley (bus. )
grain corn (bus.)
rape (bus. )
sunflowers (1b. )
potaloes (cwt. )
hay (ton)
silage corn (ton)

AU}4

4 .50
¿.¿J

3.r5
5.75

.09
3 .60

37.50
i5.00

3.r3
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TABLE 8"4

Variable Cost per Acre (dollars)

=========================== ====================

DRYLAND IRRIGATED
Stubble Fal1ow

CROP

wheat
barley
grain corn
rape
sunflower
potatoes
hay
silage corn

61 .38
64"7s
99.26
62.86
66.17

266.97
43"73

I25.20

6r.i0
64.20
98.99
62.60
6s.87

262.97
4r.48

I 16 .40

6L.7 4
65.26
99.98
63.12
66.44

269.37

r29.60

6L.43
64.65
99.68
62.83
66.rr

264.97

719.92

84.r5
87 .40

I 13.5r
94.2L

I 16 .31
284.30

7 s.57
17 2.L0

84.I5
87.40

r 13.5 r
94.2r

I 16 .31
284.30
75"57

17 2.r0

84.15
87 .40

rr3.5r
94.2r

I l6 .3I
284.30

7 5 "s7
17 2.to

summerfallow 12.25 12.25

improved pasture: 24.73
native pasture: 10.02
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TABLE 8"5

Additional InvestmenE per Acre for Irrigation (dol-lars)

"...Land Class
A B C Based on storage

CROP investment costs of:

¡^¡heat 540 542 669 "76/bus.barley 550 553 688 .7 6/bus.
grain corn 593 595 7 43 .76/bus.
rape 543 545 665 .7 6/bus.
sunflowers 560 563 696 "76/bus.potatoes 1500 i563 1983 2 "50/ewt.hay 523 523 631 no storage cosL
silage corn 684 704 928 L2.50/ton
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TABLE B.6

Crop I.Jater Use (inches)

EvapoErans- G. Season
piraEion RainfalI

Readily Available
Moi s ture

.......Land

I rriga t ion
Requi remenc

Class.

CROP

lrheat
barley
grain corn
rape
sunf 1or,¡e rs
pot atoes
hay
silage corn

1.3 .9
r.3 .9
1.95 I.35
1.3 .9
I.95 I.35
1.3 .9
2.6 I.8
1.95 1.35

4.44 5.84 6.76
4 .44 5.84 6.7 6

5.49 7.53 8.83
5.02 6.46 7.43
5.78 7.83 9.I5
8.25 9.89 i1.08
8.60 11.39 13.2I
5.49 7.53 8.83

t3.5
r 3.5
15.5
14.0
l7 .0
l8 .0
20.5
15.5

I0.76
10.76
I0.76
ro.7 6

I2.55
12.55
L2.55
I0.76

,')
t,

3.3,)
J.J
1')

4.4
3.3

Water Purûped water Consumption t'later Evaporation ReÈurn Flow

Land Class.
CABCABCCROP

uheat 4.44 5.84 6.76 3'77 4 '67 5'O7

barley 4.44 5.84 6.76 3'77 4'67 5'07

lrain'c. 5.49 7.53 8'83 4'67 6'02 6'62
i'p" 5.02 6.46 7 '43 4'27 s'L7 5'57

sunflo,¿er 5.78 7.83 9'15 4'91 6'26 6'86
po.".o"" 8.25 9.89 I1'08 7'01 7 '91 8'3i
i''"r 8.60 I1.39 13.2I 7 '31 9'Il 9'91
siiag. c. 5.49 7 .53 8 '83 4 '67 6 '02 6 '62

.44 .58

.44 .58

.ss .is

.50 .65

.58 .78
a2 00

.86 I. 14

.55 .75

.68 .22 .58 I '0I

.68 .22 .58 1.0I

.88 .27 .7 5 r.32

.74 .25 .65 I.1I

.92 .29 .78 1.37
t.l I .41 .99 1.66
1.32 .43 I. 14 r.97
.88 .27 .75 1.32
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TABLE 8.7

Incorporating Varying Lrlater Availability

=========

A) YIELDS PER ACRE

LAND LAND LAND

I,Iater Availability. .
CROP 20/20* 15/20 L0/20 20/20 15/20 r0/20 20/zo 15/20 r0/20

wheat (bu) 50
barley (bu) 75
grain c. 100
rape (bu) 45
sunflower 2000
potatoes 250
silage c. 18

38 .73 50
57.10 75
77.7r i00
3L.66 45

L440.92 2000
200 250

13.00 18

44.36
66.05
88.85
38 .33

17 20 .46
225

15.50

43 .83
65 .00
88.32
37 .87

1696.2r
2L8.7 5

15. I0

37.66 50
54.99 7 5

76.65 100
30.7 5 45

1392.42 2000
187.50 250
12.20 18

37 .50
56.25
75.00
33.7 s

1500.00
r87.50
13.50

25 .00
37 .50
50 .00
22.50

1000.00
725

9 .00

* I.Ieighted dryland and irrigated cropping mix, i.e.
Írrigated 15 out of 20 years; the remaining 5 years
production. Therefore, the values in this Ëable on
averages for 20 years.

B) VARIABLE COSTS PER ACRE (dollaTs)

CROP

, 15/20 - crop is
is dryland
weighted

LAND LAND LAND

' 
; o) ; 0"' íïño'' i ô ; ; ô"" iïi rt" " i'riilr" i[; ;õ'' ;oj ;0" i;) ;0'' i o'ño

wheat
barley
grain c.
rape
sunflowers
potatoes
hay
silage c"

84.r5
87 "40

I 13 .51
94.2r

r16.3r
284.30
75.57

17 2 "ro

7 8.46
8T.74

109.94
86.37

109.95
27 9 .99

67 .61
160.38

72.77
7 6.08

106.39
78.s4

i06.39
27 5.64

59.65
148 " 65

84.15
87 .40

r. r3.5 i
94.2r

1 t3 .51
284.30

7 5.57
t7 2. to

7 8.39
BI.60

r09.88
86.31

r09 .88
27 8.97

67 .05
158. tB

72.63
75.80

106.25
7 8.4r

L06.25
27 3 .64
58.53

r44.25

84.15
87 .40

r r3.5r
94.2r

113 .51
284.30

7 5.57
17 2 "r0

69.24 48.20
7r.68 49.83
9L.26 62.88
7 6.7 B s3.23
9r.26 62.88

2L9.35 r48.28
65.36 56.65

r35.20 92.18
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c)

TABLE B.7- continued

INVESTMENT PER ACRE (dollars)

A LAND LAND

;') ;;',;;) ;0", ; o) ;;" " "' iïiio:;; l l ã: î å l ;ðCROP

LAND

20/20,15/20,r0/20

wheaL
barley
graÍn corn
raPe
sunflower
potato
hay
silage corn

540
550
593
543
560

I 500
523
684

542
553
595
545
s63

r 563
523
704

669
688
743
665
696

I 983
631
928

D) AVERAGE I^]ATER PUMPED PER ACRE PER

A LAND

YEAR (inches)

B LAND LAND

CROP ;,) ;,' " i;) ;," " i;) ;," "iïr;:, ^i; iåå " I ä];i; " 
;öj ;0" 

" i;) ;å'' i o) ;o

wheat 4.44
barley 4.44
grain c" 5.49
rape 5.02
sunf lower 5 .7 B

potato 8.25
hay 8.60
silage c. 5.49

2.22 5 .84
2.22 5.84
2"75 7.53
2.51 6.46
2.89 7 .83
4 .t3 9 .89
4.30 I i .39
2.7 5 7 .53

2.92 6 .7 6
2.92 6.76
3"77 8.83
3.23 7 .43
3.92 9.r5
4.95 1r.08
5.70 i3.21
3.77 8"83

5 .07 3.38
5 .07 3 .38
6.62 4.42
5.57 3.72
6.86 4 .58
8.3 r 5 .54
9 .9t 6.6r
6.62 4.42

3.33
3 .33
4.t2
3.77
4.34
6.t9
6.45
4 "r2

4.38
4 .38
5"65
4.85
5.87
7 .42
B.s4
5.65
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E) AVERAGE WATER CONSU}.ÍPTION

A LAND

CROP

TABLE 8.7- continued

PER ACRE PER YEAR (inches)

B LAND LAND

;,);,'i;);ä''l,);,"" ;ii.i8' î;i;å"iåiii' ' ;;;;ô' 'i;;;' "'i');,

wheat
barley
grain c.
rape
sunflower
potato
hay
silage c.

2.34 5"07
2 "34 5 .07
3.02 6.62
2.58 5.57
3.14 6.86
3.96 8.31
4.56 9"91
3.02 6 "62

3.80 2.54
3.80 2.54
4 .97 3.32
4.18 2.79
5.15 3.44
6.23 4.L6
7 .43 4.96
4.97 3.32

3.77
3.77
4.67
4.27
4.9r
7 .0L
7 .3r
4.67

2.83
2 "83
3 .50
3.20
3.69
5.26
5 .48
3 .50

1.89
1"89
2.34
2.t3
2.46
3 "57
3.66
2.34

4.67
4.67
6.02
5.17
6.26
7.9L
9.11
6.02

3.s0
3.s0
4.52
3.88
4.70
5.94
6. B3
4.52

F) AVERAGE I,]ATER EVAPORATION PER ACRE PER YEAR (iNChCS)

A LAND B LAND C LAND

Water Availability..
CROP 20/20 15/20 10/20 20/20 15/20 r0/20 20/20 15/20 L0/20

wheat
barley
grain c.
raPe
sunflower
potato
hay
silage c.

.5I .5I

.5 t .5I

.66 .66
"56 .56
.69 .69
.83 .83
.99 .99
.66 .66

"44
.44
.55
.50
.58
.83
.86
.55

.33

.33
"4r
"38
.43
"62
.6s
.4r

.22

.28
"25
.29

"4r
.43
.28

.58

.58

.75

.65

.78

.99
1. r4

.75

.44

.44

.57
"49
.59
.74
.85
.57

.29

.29

.38

.32
"39
.50
.57
.J()

.68

.68

.88
"74
.92

1.1i
r "32

.88
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TABLE 8.7- continued

ACRE PER YEAR (inches)G) AVERAGE RETURN

CROP

FLOW PER

LAND

;r);'" " i;);r'' l');'"'iâi;:,

LAND LAND

Availabi lity .
t5/20 to/20 20/20 15/20 to/20

wheat
barley
grain c.
raPe
sunflowe r
potato
hay
silage c.

"76 .5r
"76 .5r
.99 .66
.84 .56

1 .03 .69
I .25 .83
r.49 .99

" 99 .66

"22
"22
.27
.25
,o

"4r
.43
.27

"17
"17
"2r
.i9
.22
.3r
.32
"2r

"II
.11
.r4
.I3
.14
.2r
.22
"r4

.58
"58
.75
"65
.78
.99

1.14
.75

"44
"44
.57
.49
"59
.74
,85
.57

.29

"29
.38
"32
.39
"50
.57
.38

1.01
1.01
r.32
i.tt
r.37
r.66
r.97
r.32
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Table C.I

Land Use Effects (acres)

================================ ============ ========== ==================

Benchmark
I2

Treatment
23

DRYLAND:

land potatoes (s)*
potatoes(f)**
grain corn(s)
grain corn(f)
summerfallow

land poËatoes(s)
potatoes(f)
grain corn(s)
grain corn(f)
summerfallow

Total Dryland Crop

IRRIGATED LAND:

Land potatoes (20/20)
potatoes (I5 / 20)
potatoes (I0 / 20)
corn( 20/20)
corn( 15 / 20)
corn( l0 / 20)

Land potaEoes (20/20)
potatoes (I5 / 20)
potatoes (10 / 20)
eorn(2O / 20)
corn( 15/20)
corn( I0/20)

Land potatoes (20/20)
potatoes (L5/20)
potatoes (IO /20)
corn(2O / 20)
corn( 15 / 20)
corn( I0/20)

Total Irrigated Crop

7 lB3
I2770
5 985B

0
I2770

6L29
10897
5107 6

0
10897

r47 9r3

r07 7

1915
8979

U

1915
r439
2559

I I993
0

2559
2197 5

7967 4

59021

rsrlz

45336

_ 12738

382r4

o rgoogs

6 908
r2282
57570

o

12282
57 55

r0232
47 963

0
r0232

1407 10

7 i83
127 70
59858

0
r2770
6L29

10897
5L07 6

0
10897

I47 913

7r83 7r83
12770 r2770
59858 59858

00
r2770 L2770
4245 342r
7 548 6082

35382 28509
00

7 548 6082
126986 rr7823

r:'

26s4

noq

36i r

1020 2773

3060 83 18

tz+i+ r rosr

00
00
00
00
00
00
0 8726

3472 0
2597 0

00
r04r6 14973
7790 11206

2773 342
00
00

8318 1026
00
00

35366 36273

s = sÈubble crop ** f = fa1low crop
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TABLE C"2

Receipts and Expenses (dollars)

======== ============ ====== =================== ====== ===== ========== === == ===

Benchmark

i

TreaÈment

34

RECEIPTS:
grain corn 19021580 48490095 2103717I 21641760 23785829 22427536
potatoes 19615838 46404889 21478420 22111246 24093270 2417 5292
pasture 735240 486452 715318 681088 681088 728564
Gros s

receipts 39372658 95381436 43230909 44434094 48560187 4733t392
Change From

Benchmark 56008778 3858251 5061436 9187529 7958734

EXPENSES:
Variable
prod. costs 21755535 59218430 22651641 23439635 24113854 22999096

Irr. r.rater
cosr o 2285501 155885 163545 362673 35480I

Capital cost 4940282 27935045 6496150 6808843 9360711 8840107
Change From

Benchmark 22994736 1555868 1868561 4420429 389982
Total Expenses 26695817 64297435 29303676 30412023 33837238 32194004

NET
REVENUE: I2676841 31084001 13927233 1402207I I4722949 r5137388

Change From
Benchmark 18407160 1250392 1345230 2046108 2460547
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TABLE C.3

Resource Use

==================================== ======================================

Benchmark
L2

Treatment
123

lrjater Use (acre inches ) :

r^rater use 20/20 0 i3LliSl 88587 88587 88587 88587
15/20 0 - - 7621L 762rr
t0/200-3798737987

water pumped 0 1455733 99290 104169 231002 225988

Capital Use (dollars):

Change Frorn
Benchmark

30876760 174594036 40600937 4255527r 58504444 55250668

143717270 9724t77 116785rr 27627684 24373908


